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ABSTRACT 
'TELE-KESIHATAN' (Tele-Kes) is computer infonnation system. The aim or objective of 
this system is to provide greater access to higher health quality to the users, by harnessing 
current and emerging multimedia and information technologies. 
The system provides information on diseases , health tips, and treatments . These information 
will be more customized and personalized. The user can post any comments or any question 
that is related to thiis system. This system also has an online doctor, where the user can 
interact with the doctor through mail. Besides that the system also will provide locntion of 
nearest medicnl center so that in case of emergency the user just can rush to neorest hospitnl. 
This system \Vill be updated from time to time according to new healt h information so thnt the 
user are more alert and aware of new diseases. 
This online medical system will be a web based system so thnt everyone cnn get the 
information wherever they are. And also the users will be able to gnin more kno\ ledge on 
health in many pcrsp•l!ctive. 
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CHAPTER I : Introduction 
t.t Introduction to 'TELE KESIHATAN' 
Over the past few decades, many various systems have been developed give knowledge 
and information about health to users. Up until today the real effects of computers have 
yet to be recognized for its capability of putting clinicians closer to the information they 
use in making patient care decisions. Thus the Tele-kesihatan' System (Tele-Kes) 
proposed for this project is not at all a new concept but comes from a respected lineage. 
The health Info rmation and Management Systems Society, which is based in America, 
stated during annual meeting recently that the computeri1.cd medical record is slnted to 
become the key medical information system of tomorrowrt ). 
l lowcvcr while efforts arc being made to computerize the medical information , TELE-
KES is a smaller implementation Tele medicine that gives provides users useful 
in formation. This 'Telc-Kcsihtan' (TELE-KES) is an information system that provides 
health information through internet. The system's uims is to maintain people in the 
wellness paradigm. The system is not only a technology but it is the appropriate use of 
technology on health care process that focus on the individual to achieve greater access to 
health information nnd advise. It empower individuals, famil ies and communities to 
mmmgo their hcnlth in partnership with healthcnrc providers. These information will be 
more customi7.cd nnd personalized. This is bccnusc the user don't hnvc waste time on 
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reading all the information available, but only search nnd nccess directly to the relevant 
informat ion that they want. 
The search engine will help the user to get the information quickly and accurately. This 
saves the users time. Since this is a user friendly system , this will fulfil users 
requirement. This system will play an increasing ro le in developing the health system of 
future that balances the importance of remaining well the need to prevent and treat 
diseases and disabilities, and that is focused on the needs of patients and families. 
1.2 Definition ofTELE-KESIHATAN' 
'Tele-Kesihatan is a system that built based on information system. The main nim of this 
system is to provide greater access to higher quality healthcare to nil users, by harnessing 
current and emerging information technologies. This system explains about diseases. 
treatments, and other relevant information. The user nlso can interact with online doctor 
to clear any doubts. 
The information will be customi1..cd and personalized. This means the information is 
categorized. So the users can access to the information that they need only, not all the 
information. So when user click on a certain disease, brief cxplnnntion of the disease. 
treatment tips. symptoms. condit ions . nil these informntion will be displayed. The system 
cnnbles the ndministrntor to updntc the i11 fhn11ution according to time and changes. 
2 
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1.3 I mportancc of the system 
Currently people arc going from one place to other place to get their medical treatment. 
They either go to hospital and sec a doctor or they call fr~ an appointment ,so that they 
can visit the doctor at the particular time or the doctor can come and see them at that 
time. 
A doctor can only spare a particular time to one patient one day. Since he has a lot of 
patient to sec one day , the patient are not provided with detailed information about the 
disease , about the treatment and other health information. 
Moreover the people only will be explained o f the sickness that they have got • nnd if 
they have other queries about other sickness, diseases , treatments that it is not relntcd to 
their disease , they will not get a proper information from the doctor. So people arc 
provided limited information for limited time. 
So 'Tele-kesihatan' system is the most and possible solution to this problems. As these 
health information that arc provided electronically nre from medical experts. tnistable and 
saves time. 
At one particular ti111c , people can access to this system , and get more related 
information thnt they wnnt to know. 'l11c in fo rmation provided nrc latest, updntcd, 
dctoilcd and cnn fi.1lfill user rcq11irc111cnts. So people don' t have console a doctor C\ ery 
3 
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time they want to know something about health , this ~H\'l'S either part ies time. Moreover 
the information can be accessed any time by anybody. 
So the main function of this system is to provide related health information to the public 
properly and effectively. 
1.4 The Aims of the System 
The main aims of developing this system are : 
I. To fully attain users potential in health 
2. To motivate users to appreciate health as a valuable asset 
3. To take posit ive action to further improve and sustain their health st::uus to enjoy n 
better quality li fe. 
4. Enable the user to access the health information easily and cITecti ely. 
1.5 Objective Of The System 
Through the development of the system , the fo llowing objectives will be fu lfilled 
t . To reduce the limitation of accessibility to the health information. (from anywhere , 
anytime user can access and gain knowledge about health) 
2. To motivate imJividuuls to maintain / lead a healthy life. 
To cn1powcr nnd cncournge the individual to take greater responsibility for his/her 
stntc of hen Ith. 
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4. To improve health information and education outrcnch nntion-wide. by providing 
affordable , reliable, up-to-date nnd quality health information nnd education in a user-
friendly and easily accessible way, from the home or close to home. 
1.6 Scope Of The System 
The scope of my system is to provide 
1.6.1 Information on medical treatment -
I .6. 1. 1 Disease Information 
This system will list down some common and dangerous disease which includes the 
scientific name, normal name, cause of the disease, and full description o f the diseases. 
I ._6. 1.2 Treatment tips.J prey_ention 
This includes the proper treatment , medicines advises on how to cure the sickness. 
1 lowever if the treatment or the terms that are used in this part are not clear, users nrc 
advised to console a doctor first. 
1.6 1 3 ri i I s age/ cured stagcLuncur:..=~~ 
This includes the information about how serious is a disease, and symptoms of early 
stage, critical stage and stated whether it cun be cured or not. 
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1.6.2 Information on medical services -
1.6.2. 1 Location--9f ncarcstJ1ospitnlLcnmpaigns/nrc ' s stmcment~ 
The aim of this part is to provide the users with the informnt ion of medical centers in 
Malaysia . This will make their life easy to find a medical center in case of emergency. And 
also other relevant health information like health campaigns held by Ministry of Health, 
health news that released by all the press (Malay Only). 
l .6.2.2 Online appointment with doctors/mail to doctors 
To communicate with doctors to fix an appointment or ask about health questions or mail to 
the doctors and state their current condition after treatment without going directly and 
consoling them. 
l .6.2.3 I lealth test/ tips 
Herc will be few online health tests to check your level in physical, and mentnl aspects. 
1.7 significance of the System 
The main aim of this TELE-KES is to provide information about health to the public. To 
reach this aim, it is important to display useful information to the users. The search engine 
and user friendly concepts that is applied in this system will fulfill this requirement. The 
system is developed by applying the concepts . principal o f system de elopmcnt and 
information systems nnd database concepts. The system focuses into areas like data storage, 
data retrieval , processing events • accessing methods and others. 
1.8 Limitation of the System 
The mnin nim of the system is to provide i11 fo rm11tio11 ubout health. But not nil the discn cs 
cnn be clisplnycct. A res ·nr ·h hns been done . nnd according to !i atisticnl report from Ministry 
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Of I fealth , some common diseases will be displayed( diseases that causes death) and these 
information will be categorized. It is very importnnt to note here that these information is 
'NOT' a substitute to a doctor, but it helps us to improve our knowledge on health. 
1.8 Expected Outcome 
This report will lead me to build a online Health information system This report will give us 
a picture about the system that is going to be build. 
With this system, user can easily find the information that they need. The users don' t hnvc to 
go and consult a doctor every time when they have a doubt about health. This is really n wnstc 
of time and energy. This system will provide the user with the information nbout diseases, 
treatment, symptoms , nearest hospital, mail to doctor , help desk, and health tests. 
The system is the user friendly systcir1. Interface of the system enhanced with attractive 
feature and mainly uses graphical environment. Like icons, menu, and buttons. The system is 
flexible reliable , easy to use nnd prepares help menu or user manual for further information. 
The front-end of the system would be u grnphicnl user interface which is easy to use while 
the back-end of the system would be the database that perfonns data storage. data 
monipulution , updnto dutn, und so on. But the most important nspect of this system is to 
provide hcnlth information according to the users requirement. 
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1.9 System Development 
1.9.1 system Development Methodology 
The development methodology for the system is System Development Life Cycle(SDLC). 
Each phases in SDLC is presented discretely and never accomplished as separate step. 
Severa l activities can occur simultaneously and activities may be repeated [kendalr 1992]. 
Act ivities was planned and divided according to analysis, design ,implementation , testing , 
documentation and maintenance. 
Planning 
System Analysis 
Design 
Implementation 
Testing 
Documentation 
[ Maintenance 
/.'i>;1m.: I. I .\)1.\·tcm devclopmc:11t lif1.: cycle 
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Phases Activities - -
--
Analysis Data collection Interview 
Observation 
Data analysis Hierarchical Chart 
Data flow diagram 
.. 
Design Logical design Design process 
Design input I output 
Design interface 
Physical design Design database 
Data dictionary 
System Programming 
Implementation 
System Testing Testing module-module 
Testing database access 
Testing other requirement of the 
system 
Maintenance & Update system from time to time 
Enhancement 
Table I. I activities p/a1111edfor TELE-KES 
l.9.2 Project Milestone 
This projccl milestone is important to ensure that al the development phases arc implemented 
in an appropriate period of time and the system cnn completed on schedule. 
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ID 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
l l 
12 
13 
14 
TASK NAME 
FEASIHIU IY STUDY 
IDENTffY PRODWM 
IDENlTFY SCOPE 
lDENTffY OOJECfl VE 
SYSTF.M ANA l.YSIS 
DATA COLI £CTION AND 
ANALYSIS 
REQUillEMENrs 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
LOGICAL DESIGN 
Pl IYSICAL DESlGN 
SYSTEM IMPl .EMENTATION 
SYSTEM TESTING 
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
DOCUMENTATION 
@i£+%'WhW!d 
I r- £ &£1 
"Ct:""'§""'""!l!"'-..E-~1 
Table 1.2 Project Milestone for Tele-Kes 
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1. 10 Softwa re and Hardware Requirements 
1.10. 1 Software Requirements 
The software used to develop and TELE-K.ES is 
Programming technology 
• Active server page (ASP) 
• visual interdev 
• visual basic 
database server 
• Microsoft SQL 6.5 
• Microsoft access 
Prograrnming language 
• html 
software 
• print shop deluxe 
• paint 
• front page 
• adobe photoshop 
1.10.2 I lard ware Requirement 
The hardware and system requirements suggested for OMA are : 
I. Win 95 or win NT 3.5 1 or later 
2. 486 or higher processor 
3. hnrd-disk with l .2GO space 
4 . l 6MB of Ra.11 
5. CD ROM 
6. Mouse 
7. VGA or higher resolution video adopter 
8. Other 1-1t11ml11rd computer periphcrnls 
11 
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1.11 Overview Of TELE- KES 
Once the user has accessed to T ELE-KES, first there will be an introduction screen where it 
welcomes the user to the system. There is no password needed to access the system. Then it 
will automatica lly go to another page where user can select which link they want to go to. 
These links are as below 
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Figure 1.2 Welcome page 
This is the introduction page. After 5 second it will automatically go to next page home.htm 
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~ Online Medical Advice System · Netscape • 
Mengenai Tele-Kes 
Pandyan 
Hariar Komen kida 
Jadilah Mli Tele-Kes 
Home 
Oadah Dan Kesannva 
Galer! Pe.rubatan 
Kerctan Ali-bar 
., I . . . . . 
t . . 
. 
KE Arah 
Kehldupan 
Yang Slhat 
Kehidupan yang 
sihat amat penting 
untuk menjamin 
kesejahteraan dan 
S1>Sial m~arakat. 
> Statistik Perubatan 
> Kempen Perubatan DI Malaysia 
\ I 
Join ~m; 
OnHealth ~ 
· Pustaka PtnMan · 
Figure 1.3 Main Menu 
This is the muin menu where it links to other pages. All the links will be showed in 
Chapter 4 - System <lc!' ign. There 
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l.12 Overview of chapters 
The documentation consists of 7 chapters, namely: 
Chapter 1 : Introduction 
An introduction the concept of medical information systems as well as general overview of 
TELE-KES. Discussion of system objectives and scope as well as project schedule and 
software and hardware requirements. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
A review of existing system and research on the underlying concepts and principles of n 
medical information system. Also discuss the tools used in the development of the system. 
Chapter 3: System Analysis 
An analysis o f the functional and non funct ional requirement ofTELE-KES 
Chapter 4 : System Design 
Describes the design process o fTELE-KES including database design , process flow and the 
design o f the user interface. 
Chapter 5: System Implementation (coding) 
Discuss the coding ofTELE-KES using ASP, VB script , Java Script to make TEI E-KES 
runct ionnl. 
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Chapter 6: System Testing 
Details the types of testing conducted on TELE-KES and the results of the testing. 
Chapter 7: system Evaluation 
Explains- the strengths and weakness of the system and explores the possibilities of further 
impte-vemet::rts:in the future. 
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CHAPTER 2 : Literature Review 
This chapter explains 4 major aspects: 
1) Intelligent system 
2) Human computer interaction 
3) Telemedicinc 
4) Internet and other computer system 
Reviews on these four aspects will future help me to build a appropriate system. So it is 
important to have sufficient knowledge in these aspects . 
2.1 I ntclligcnt System 
I ntc lligent system are knowledge based system that arc capable of achieving complex 
tasks in a human like intelligent way. Advanced computer technology, ndvanccd 
instrumentation technology and many other recent development have made it possible for 
system to emulate the various capacities associate with human intelligence, skills such as 
reasoning decision making, pattern recognition , bearing and adaptability. [4]. 
Various model of computation termed as 'sofi computing have been de clop to deal with 
complexity inherent in intelligent system. The principal aim of soft computing is to 
exploit imprecision and uncertainty in order to achieve tractability robustness and lo' 
cost. Uncertni nty is n cruciul in renl systems. Several nreas contributing to soft 
computing including fuzzy logic, neural network computntion, genetic algorithms and 
cvo lutionnry computntion , theory or fl1'l.zy or non additive measures; rough set theory, 
nmJ theories dealing with imprec is~ probabilities. 
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Some particularly powerful combinations of these areas are ncuro fuzzy computation , 
fuzzy genetic algorithms rough fuzzy set, or fuzzy rough sets. 
In order to emulate intelligence, skills, experience, and intuition of human being, such as 
a system would need a knowledge base an inference engine and user interface. 
2.1. l Knowledge base 
The knowledge base contains highly specialized knowledge on the problem area, better 
known as "domain knowledge". lt is provided by human experts and consists of the 
problem facts, rules, concepts and relationships. The knowledge base may be represented 
as semantic network, frames, predicate calculus or if then rules (most widely used) 
2.1.2 Inference Engine 
The inference Engine is the knowledge processor that is modeled after human reasoning. 
It simulates a human expert by working with avai lable information. On a given problcrn. 
coupled with the domain knowledge , to infer conclusions. Iterative methods have been 
one of the principal concerns in determining the success of knowledge-based system and 
can be generali:t.ed into two categories : fuzzy relational and non fuzzy interface 
method.[6J. 
2. 1.3 Fuuy relational Inference Method 
Zadeh introduced flizzy logic as n 111nthe111at ict1 l formalism to model the unccrrn inty of 
1111turn l ln11g11agc. The convcntionnl (boolean) logic was extended to handle the concept of 
partial truth vnlues between "completely true" and "completely false". 
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Variables such as "whiteness" arc mapped to vnlucs in the interval to indicate the truth 
or membership value. The value 0 is used to represent complete non-membership (not 
white) 1 is complete membership (very white) and values between are used to represent 
intermediate degrees of membership. 
2. l.4 Non fuzzy Inference Methods 
Other methods of inference in knowledge based systems were based on the Bayesian 
method, certainty factors and Dempster - shafers theory at evidence. The Baye's theorem 
is based on the likely hood to quantity the strength of a ru le and assumes independent 
variable in its model of inferencing. Thus is a shortcoming as the complexity increnses 
tremendously when variable arc dependent. The approach of certainty foc tors estimates 
the certainty of a hypothesis given the evidence as the difference of the degree of be lief 
and disbelie f of the hypothesis. 
However the sum of the certainty of the hypothesis given the evidence and the certainty 
of a fulse hypothesis given the evidence is not necessary one. The Demster -shafcr theory 
corrected th is problem. It is also based on the degree of belief and disbelief as in the 
certainty facto r approach. I lowcver it is computationally expensive. 
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2.2 Human-computer Interaction 
HCI is the study of how people design, implement and use interactive , organization, and 
society. This encompasses the ease of use as well as new interaction technique for 
supporting user task, providing better access for information and creating more powerful 
forms of communication. It invo lve input and output devices and the interaction 
technique that use them; how information is presented and requested ; how the computer 
actions are controlled and monitored ; all form of help ; documentation and training; the 
tools used to design, build, test and evaluate user interface and the process that 
developers follow when creating interface. 
User experts highly effective and easy -to - learn interfaces and developed arc rcnliz.ing 
the crucial ro le the interface plays. Surveys in USA shows thnt 50% of the design and 
programming effort on projects is devoted to user interface portion. 
2.2. t Importnncc of IICI 
The HCI is critical to the success of product in the market place as the snfcty, usefulness 
And pleasure. There is substantial empirical evidence that employing the process, 
technique and tools developed by the HCI. Community and dramatically decrease costs 
and increase productivity. Saving arc attributed to decreasing task time, fewer errors 
greatly reduced user disruption, reduced burden on support staff, elimination 0ftraining 
nnd nvoidnncc of chnngcs in sofiwnrc nfi cr release. 
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Computer systems develops have not paid much attent ion to computer ease of use. 
Sometimes the implementation of the user interfuce can be at fault, such as when several 
people died from rad iation over closes partially as a result o f faulty cursor handling code 
in the Therac. Effective user interface to complex applicat ion are indispensable. The 
recognition of their importance in other disciplines is increasing. For Artificial 
Intelligence technologies such as agents, speech and learning and adaptive systems, 
effective interfaces are fundamental to general acceptance. HCI subdisciplines such as 
in formation visualizatio n and a lgorithm animation are used in computational geometry, 
database , information retrieval, parrallel and distributed computation, e lectronic 
commerce and digital libraries, and education. 
2.2.2 llCI Development 
HCI is a research arc of increasingly central significance to computer science, other 
scientific and engineering disciplines, and an ever expanding array o f app lication 
domains. Thus more prominent role fo llows from the widely perceived need to expand 
the focus o f computer science research beyond traditional hardware, so fl ware issues to 
a ttempt to better understand now techno logy can more e ffectively support people in 
accomplishing their goals. 
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HCI research is highly successfu l today and has fondnmcntal chRnge computing. 
Examples are the ubiquitous graphical interface user interface toolkits and interface 
builders. Even the spectaculars growth of the world wide web is a direct result ofHCI 
technology. It is the interface improvements more than anything else that triggered thus 
explosive growth. 
2.2.3 Difficulties in designing Effective User Interface 
At the same time that a human-centered approach to system development is of growing 
significance, factors conspire to make the design and development of systems even more 
difficult than in the past. Thus increased difficulties fo llows from the disappearance of 
boundaries between applications as we start to support people's real activities ; between 
machine as we expand fac ilities; and between people as we begin to realize the 
importance of supporting organizat ion and group act ivit ies. 
Another important HCI factor is that different users from different conccptunl or mental 
models about their interactions and skills (difTerent ways of learning and keeping 
knowledge and skills (difTerent "cognitive style" as in fo r example "lefi brained " and 
"right brained" people). In addition, cultural and national differences plays a part. 
Another considerat ion in studying or designing I ICI is the user interface technology 
changed rapidly, ofTering new interaction possibilit ies to which pre ious research 
find ings may not upply. Finnlly user prefor chungc ns they gradually master new 
intcrfocc. 
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The user interface is perhaps is most important part of an application; it's certainly most 
visible. To users , the interface is the application; they probably are not aware of the 
code that is executing behind the scene. No matter how much time and effort put into 
writing and optimizing the code the usability of application depends on the interface. 
Features of user interface : 
• Includes sophisticated graphical user interface (GUI) 
• Includes a user friendly interface 
• Allows secure and confidential access to information 
• I las a short response time (timely information) 
• Is accessible from many places 
• I ncludcs a reliable access procedure 
• Minimizes keyboards use by including infrared controllers , mouse, touch pnds, and 
touch screen 
• Provides quick retrieval of desired information 
• Is tailored to management styles of individual executives 
• Contains self-help menu 
Important issues in building an user interface are: 
• Choice of input and output devices 
• Screen design 
• I luman-machinc interaction 
• Use of colors and shading 
• Information density 
• Use of icons und symbols 
• I nformnt ion cl isplny fommt 
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2.3 Tele medicine I Tclehcalth 
Broadly defined telemedicine , is the transfer of electronic medical data (i.e high 
resolution , images , sounds life video, and patient records) from one location to another. 
Thus transfer of medical data may utilize a variety of telecommunication , technology, 
including but limited to ordinary telephone lines, ISON, fract ional to full ATM, the 
internet , intranets and satellites. Telemedicine is utilized by health providers in a 
growing of medical specialist, including but limited to dermatology, oncology, radiology, 
surgery, cardiology, psychiatry , and home health care. 
Telemedicine reflects the application of physiological and medical knowledge, 
through simulations and sensing and efTector systems integrated with informnt ion 
and telecommunication technologies, to facilitate operat ional and medical decision 
making, enhance medical training, and deliver medical treatment across all barriers. 
From the medical perspective, advances in information and telecommunication 
technologies can be exploited to military advantage through their combined 
application with advanced biomedical technologies. Telemedicine derives capability 
from technological advances across a number of fields including telecommunications, 
space sciences, materials science, computer and software engineering, artificial 
intelligence, perceptual psychology, robotics, nnd medicine. Tclcmedicine reflects 
health care's contribut ion to nnd utilization of the theater-wide military command 
ond co11mtt11ticnt ions system. 
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2.3.1 Trends observed in Tclcmcdicinc 
- Using telemcdicine in correctional faci lities and home hcalch care settings, can 
significantly reduce the time and cost of user transportation. 
fine -tuning the management and allocation of rural health-care emergency services 
by transmitting images to key medical centers for long distance evaluation /triage by 
appropriate medical specialist. 
permitting physicians doing clinical research to be linked together despite 
geographical separation , sharing patient records and diagnostic images. 
Improving medical education for rural healthcare professional , where rotation is 
made possible by linking several community hospitals together with the sponsoring 
medical school. 
In general the numerous and ever expanding application of tclcmedicinc allows its users 
to reduce burdens of inferior health care access through utilization of technology. 
Because of~lemedicinc, geographical isolation need no longer be an insunnountable 
-::-ebstacic to the basic needs of timely and quality medical care. 
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2.3.1.2 Telemedicine Technology 
Two different kinds of technology make up most of t he tclcmcdicine application in use 
today. The first called stone and forward is used for transfering digital image from one 
location to another. A digital image is taken using a digital camera ('stored') and then 
sent ('forwarded') to another location. This is typically used for non-emergent situations, 
when a diagnosis or consultation may be made in the next 24-48 hours and sent back. 
The other widely used technology , two say interactive television(IATV) , is used when a 
consultation between the patients, primary care provider and specialist is necessary. 
Video conferencing equipment at both locat ions typically an urban and a rural location, 
allow a real-time consultation to take place. This means the user/patient don' t have to 
travel to an urban arc to sec a specialist and in many cases , provide access to 
information. Almost all the relevant information have been found to conducive to this 
kind of consultations including psychiatry, internal medicine, rehabilitation , cardiology, 
pediatrics , obstetrics and gynecology and many more. 
2.3. 1.3 Advantage of telemcdicine 
The use oftelemedicine can provide several advantages. It can make specialty care more 
accessible. Video consultation form a rural clinic to a specialist can alleviate prohibitive 
travel for patient. Video conferencing also opens up new possibilit ies to continuing 
education for isolntcd or rural hcnlth practitioners, who may not be able to lcnve a rural 
practice to tnkc purl in pro fi t meetings or educational opportunit ies. 
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2.3.2 Surveys on existing online medical system or tclcmcdicine 
I have also viewed few online medical websites regarding telemedicine and telehealth. 
Here are the examples of the websites 
2.3.2.1 Conclusion From the web site 
From the review and research that was done on these web sites can conclude that 
I. All the system is in english, not in 'Bahasa Melayu' 
2. Certain systems don' t have online doctor 
3. The information given is sometimes not clear 
4. The disease information, symptoms and treatment all are mixed , not organized 
properly 
2.3.2.2 Justification of the existing system to suit TELE-KES 
I. So I from the web site conclusion I have decided and by the advice of my 
moderator and supervisor , I will build the system in 'Oahasa Melayu' so that this 
system will help the Malaysian to know more on health information. Besides that 
there are a lot o f systerns in English , so it would be a different system if it is build in 
Malay. 
2. Not only that I will include a help desk for users who arc not familiar with web 
system. This help desk will ussist the user to find their information. 
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3. Besides that my system will have an online doctor so thnt users can ask any question 
2.3.3 Survey on MOH Tclcmedicinc I Tclehealth 
Besides reviewing telehealth web sites l also went to Ministry of health to know more 
' 
about their telehealth system. 
Here are the overview of their system: 
•:• Definition ofTelehealth 
Telchealth refers to the integration of information technologies , medical and health 
technologies, telecommunication technologies and human -machine interfnce 
technologies to deliver healhtcare and to promote the health status of the people. 
•:• Yisison oftelehealth 
To go beyond the traditional mode of healthcare delivery. It aims to provide greater 
access to higher quality healthcare to all Malaysians, by harnessing current nnd emerging 
multimedia and information technologies. 
Ultimately the future healthcare system will be supported and strengthened by Telehenlth. 
•:• Development of Telehealth 
I) Lifetime Ilea Ith Plan 
Of the four applicat ions the LI IP is the most complex encompassing. The objective of 
the Lifet ime I lcalth Plan is a proactive and prospective Personalised Lifetime. Health 
Plan (PLI IP) for i11dividual and families to help reduce premature diseases and 
disnbil itics resulting in longer and healthier life, this will contribute significantly 10 
personal , fomily nnd co111mu11ity well being. 
Component of LI IP project: 
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a) Personalised Lifetime Health Plan (PLHP) 
b) Clinical support system 
c) Group data services 
2) MASS csutomised /personalised health information and Education (MCPHIE) 
This application will provide health information , education and advise that is customised 
and even personalised 
The objectives of the pilot project are as fo llows: 
To enhance the preventive and promotive approaches under taken by the MOH in 
managing people's health status. 
To motive individuals to maintain people's health status. 
To empower and encourage the individual to take greater responsibility for their 
health 
To empower health information and education outreach nation-wide by pro iding 
affordable, reliable, up to date and quality health information and education inn user 
friendly and easily accessible way from home or close to home. 
MCPHI E services will be given via the internet interactively, and via the care providers 
or call centers. 
3) Telehealth Call Cent re 
This will be provided to extent the rench of the four telehealth services to the people ' ho 
may not have internet access. 
Services provided by call center: 
health information and advice over the phone 
help to make oppoinmcnt with relevant health care center 
heath directory 
hco Ith news 
registration to LI IR 
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4) Teleconsultation 
Primary objective is to extent specialist care to remote health clinics and health centres 
where there are lack of specialist. 
Teleconsultation functionality 
teleconsulting 
telescreening 
teleradiology 
teleEG 
teleultrasound 
tele pathology 
teleechocardilogy 
5) Continuing Medical Information 
It concerns the provision of CME through distance learning methods for hcalthcnrc 
profTessionals. 
CME services 
Electronic Courses 
Virtual Resources 
Online Proffessional community services 
Since their system is very large system , I have only concentrated on their third 
application that is MASS csutomiscd /personalised health information and Education 
(MCPHIE). From the review of this application, I found that I have to gi e information 
in nh)re personalised way and the syscem has to be interactive, user-friendly , and easily 
accessible way. This is bccnusc it involves user and computer. Not doctor. 
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2.4 INTRODUCTION TO I NTERNET 
2.4. l Definition of Internet 
Internet is a network of organisational internal computer networks. Organisational 
internal computer networks can be a hospital computer system, corporate computer 
system and others. Each participative computer network such as personal computer and 
LAN, WAN is called a node. A node may include several other networks. Computer 
system or network ( node ) is connected to internet by TCP/IP. TCP/IP is a 
communication protocol. 
2.4.2 History of Internet 
The internet was initiated in 1969 as a project of the U.S Department of Defence, to test 
the feasibility of a wide area computer network over which researchers, educators. 
military personnel and government agencies could share data, exchange 1nessages and 
transfer files. Today internet is used over 30 countries by governments, universities and 
private individuals and organisations. 
Common internet services are : 
• Information retrieval services (Ftp & Gopher) 
• Information search services (Archie, Veronica) 
• Communication services (E-mail, Telnet) 
• Multimedia information services ( World Wide Web) 
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2.4.3 Open Systems Inccrconncccion 
OSI is a seven-layer model of protocols for computer - to - computer communication. 
Initially presented in 1979 this layered approach was an attempt provide interpretability 
among computers. The benefits are : 
• Network software and hardware engineers can allocate tasks among network 
resources more easily and effectively. 
• 
• 
Network managers can assign responsibility within their departments more 
effectively. 
Seven layers of OSI are , Physical, Data, Network, Transport, Session, Presentation 
and Application. 
2.4.4 TCP/IP 
The TCP/IP protocols were introduced in 1974 during the development of the 
predecessor of the Internet, ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency Network). 
The developers were Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn (Cerf joined MCI in 1982). ARPANET 
was constructed so researchers could share informat ion with university, military and 
defense contractors to study how communications could be maintained during disasters. 
Four layers of TCP/IP are application, host-to-host, internet and network access. 
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2.4.S World Wide Web (WWW) 
The World Wide Web is a client-server technology thnt uses the Internet (and the TCP/IP 
network protocol) as a communication tool to easily and inexpensively disseminate 
customizable documents and other information on a world-wide basis. 
The lntemet (or the National Information Highway) is a mechanism to transport me~sage 
packets between users. rn the same way that busses, cars, and trucks travel the Interstate 
Highway System, the World Wide Web describes a specific type of vehicle that 
transports message packets on the informat ion highway. 
2.4.6 llTIP 
HypcrText Transport Protocol (HTTP) is used to transfer I lyperTcxt Markup Langungc 
(HTML) documents across the Internet. These protocols were based on a proposal by 
Tim Berners-Lee at CERN (The European Particle Physics Laboratory) in 1989. l ITTP 
provided a means of transparently moving from document to document and indexing 
within a document. 
HTf P is an appl ication-level protocol that enabled what is commonly referred to as the 
World Wide Web. HTf P is a generic, stateless, and object oriented service that can be 
used to transfer data independently of the system. 
I l'IT P is also used for communication between user agents and various gate\ ays, 
allowing hypermedia access to exist ing Internet protocols and designed to allow such 
gateways, via proxy servers, without uny loss of the data conveyed by those earlier 
protocols. 
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2.4.7 Steps to build a web page 
There arc four main process to build a web page. These nre 
•:• Creating Image 
l itcraturc Review 
There are a lot of so fl ware that can assist us in this image creating, such as corelDraw, 
Adobe photoshop and other software that is based on user friendly and easy to use. 
•:• Create a layout for web base 
This would be a child play with the help of Microsoft Front page 98, Adobe Pagemil, 
Netscape Composer and other softwares. 
•:• Upload web base 
This process will be easy by using software like Jgaa's War FTP Daemon, Winstock FTP. 
Win FTP, Cat Soft's Serv-U . 
•:• Getting an URL and connection for search engine 
This is the last process. We can connect to some popular search engine like yahoo, 
altavista and o ther search engines. This will enable the user come across our system when 
they are looking for any medical system. 
2.4. 7.1 What is a good web page 
•:• Quality of information 
•:• Quality of Image, colors, graphics, 
•:• Qual ity o f user friend liness 
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2.4.8 COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM 
A computer-based information system (CBIS) is composed of hardware , software 
databases telecommunications , people and procedures that are configured to collect, 
manipulate, store and process data into information [Ralph, 1996]. 
2.4.8.1 Management Information systems 
One branch of CBIS is Management Information System. The primary purpose of an 
MIS is to help an organization achieve its goals by providing managers with insight into 
the regular operations of the organization so that they can control , organize and plan 
more effectively and efficiently. If short an MIS provides managers with information 
used to provide feedback to various business operations . In doing so an MIS suppons 
the value -added process of an organization. 
A manufacturing MIS for example can help managers monitor a manufacturing a process 
that adds value raw materials by assembling them into finished products . For the most 
part this is accomplished through various summary repons output by the MIS. These 
summary reports can be obtained by filtering and analysing the highly detailed data 
contained in transaction processing database and presenting the result to managers in a 
meaningful way. These reports support managers by providing them with data and 
information for decision making in a form and fashion they can readily use. 
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The primary difference between the report s gcncrntc buy the transaction processing 
system or TPS and those generated by the MIS is that MIS reports support managerial 
decision making at higher levels of management , where the decisions themselves tend to 
be less structured and less routine. While a TPS most often supports organizational 
efficiency, an MIS supports managerial effectiveness. 
One important role o f the MIS is to improve effectiveness by providing the right 
information to the right person in the right fashion at the right time. 
2 . .4.9 DAT ABASE 
Traditional approach to data management produced many problems like data integrity, 
data redundancy, multi-user access and so there was a desire to develop a more efficient 
and e ffective means of organizing data. The result was the database approach to dntn 
management . A database approach is one in which a pool of related data is shared by 
multiple application programs. Rather than having separate data files , each applications 
uses a collection of data files that are either joined or related together in the database. 
The database approach can offer s ignificant advantages over the traditional file-based 
approach. f or one by contro lling data redundancy, the database approach can use storage 
space more e fficiently and increase data integrity [Ra lph, 1996]. The database approach 
can nlso provide an orgnni:r.ation with increased ncxibility in the use of data. Because 
<lntu once kept in two files is now located in the same database , it is easier to locate and 
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request data to be processed in a number of ways. A dntnbnse nlso offers the ability to 
share data and information resources . This can be n criticnl fuctor in coordinating 
organiz.ation -wide responses across diverse funct ional areas of a corporation. 
In order to use the database approach to data management, additional software database 
management system (DBMS) is required. DBMS consists of a group of program$ that 
can be used as an interface between a database and the user or the database and 
application programs . Typically, this software acts as a buffer between the application 
programs and the database itself. 
The most important condition for high quality information system is Relational Database. 
Relational database uses data stored in tables which simplifies the data maintenance nnd 
simple query language to request info rmation. Relational databases arc easily portable to 
other hardware platfo rms. Oenefits using relational database : 
• Easy set up 
• Simple maintenance 
• Easy definition of relations 
• Structured query language 
• Speed 
• Flexibility and portability 
• Support great number of hardware plat fom1 
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Chapter 3 : Methodology and Systen1 Analysis 
A requirement is a feature of the system or description of something the system is 
capable of doing in order to fulfil the system's purpose[2]. System Analysis is an activity 
that encompasses most of the tasks that is collectively called computer system 
engineering. System analysis enable the system engineer to specify software function and 
performance, indicates software interface with other system elements and establishes 
design constraints that the software must meet. 
A complete understanding of software requirements is essential to the success of the 
software cffort[3]. Knowledge about end-user attitudes prior to computerization may 
contribute to planning for the training and implementation process. Tailoring these 
processes to meet the varying needs of user groups may result in a higher level of 
functional use of the system and less stress to the persons involved in its use.[ 18]. 
The system should have the fo llowing objectives[2]:-
ldentify user's needs 
Evaluate the system concept for feasibil ity studies 
Perform economic and technical analysis 
Allocate fltnctions t o hardware, software, people, database and other system elements 
Estnblish system schedule co11stmints 
Create a system definition that forms the foundation for all subsequent engineering work 
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System and Requirement will determine a met110dology for developing Online Medical 
Advise (OMA). This section provides and overview of software development life cycle 
before focusing on its requirements. 
3.1 Software Development Life Cycle 
The process model is used to develop OMA is an amalgamation of the waterfall model 
and the incremental prototyping model. The waterfall model will be used in the 
implementation of the of the overall OMA system. The incremental model is useful for 
medical inference system development with the need for modification of inference 
algorithms or the addition of rules to increase the capabilities of the system. 
The phases involved in SDLC 
I. System requirement and analysis 
Requirement that describes the system's behavior or activities, were defined under 
the guidance of En. Mustapha and medical experts. It is devided to functional 
requirement and non functional requirement. 
2. System Design 
The requirement will be translated into solut ions . Screen prototype will be developed to 
case the designing of the system. System design represents the funct ional of the system 
in a manner thnt mny readily be transformed to one or more computer programs. 
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3. System Development 
In this phase incremental prototyping will be used. Each modification or incremental of 
the new functionality to a module (the inference Engine) w ill produce a new release. 
This release will act as a prototype. Then it will be tested for functionality or accuracy. 
These process incremental and prototype will be repeated until all the functionality of the 
. 
system is full implemented. 
4. Integration Testing 
After combining all the individual component of the system, the working system will be 
tested to ensure that it works. 
5. System Testing 
The whole system will be tested to ensure that all the requirement have been fulfilled. 
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System Requirement 
& Analvsis 
~ 
.. System Design 
--
------------------------------------------------------
~ 
... Module Design 
~ 
I I r Coding I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
~ 
I I 
I I 
Unit Testing I I ... I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
•--- ------ -- --- -
-----------------------------------------
... 
... Integration Testing 
~ 
... System Testing 
Figure 3.1 SOLC Cycle 
3.2 Fact Finding 
Fact find ing is an essential part o f any so fl ware development process. Fact finding is 
conducted in order to have a through understanding of the system to be developed. 
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Among the methods used for fact finding arc:-
1. Review the MOH Telemedicinc template 
2. Interview with medical doctors, students and telemedicine health 
3. Analyze I study of existing systems 
4. Reading Materials 
3.2.l Review the MOH Telemcdicine template 
To provide the basic understanding of a web based medical inference system, the MOH 
telemedicine is reviwed. This enabled me to get a clearer picture what should a web 
based medical information system do and its functionalities. All these fact s was 
discussed in Literature Riview 
3.2.2 Interview with medical doctors, students and tclemedicine health 
Interview had been carries out with telemedicine doctors and medical students. The main 
user of this system are public people. So they need to be provided good , relevant 
information. Efforts were made to extract the doctor's medical knowledge as this' ould 
provide a guide for the creation o f the knowledge base. Also the inference method is 
highly dependant on the doctor's reasoning process. The main problem that surface was 
the difficult for doctors to organize. 
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3.2.3 Analyze I study of existing systems 
A study was condected on the operations specifications of existing systems, telemedicine 
sites, as discussed in the Literature Review .. 
Examples of web site visited: 
www.medhelp.com 
www.webmd.com 
www.onhealth.com 
www.oing.com 
3.2.4 Reading Materials 
Relevant literature was gathered from a variety of sources. The journal library and 
Proquest CD ROM services in the University Malaya's main library were of great help in 
seeking information on information system and the current need of medical in format ion 
systems. Searches of the internet also proved useful in finding out about the 
specifications of current medical information systems that arc being marketed over the 
internet. 
3.3 TELE-KES Architecture 
TELE-KES is a web basaed information system for all users. The architecture o f TELE-
KES is presented in this section. l3efore implementation , decision must be made as 
whether to use two-tier or multi-tier nrchitccturc. TELE-KES operates only at one level , 
in other words all users. to the system will have the same access. While the architecture of 
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TELE-KES is not exactly client server it is designed to run at more thnn one terminal at a 
time. 
This is done using open Database Connectivity (ODBC). ODBC provides an alternative 
to using the Microsoft Jet dtabase engine to access data. The ODBC interface usually is 
faster than the Microsoft Jet Engine and uses less workstation memory than Microsoft 
Jet. The ODBC interface is cabable of accessing data in client server databases and 
Microsoft Access format databases. 
The ODBC interface dosen't actually talk to the database but instead links the ASP 
program to defined data sources. This data sources can be flat file database such as 
dBASE and FoxPro, relat ional databases such as Microsoft Access server, or any other 
file format for which an ODBC interface driver is ava ilable. Most importantly when an 
ODBC interface is used, the ASP program does not link directly to the dnta source but 
talks to the ODBC front end alone. The ODBC front end then uses removable drivers to 
translate the requests into a fo nnat understood by the target data source. foigure below 
illustrate how ODBC works. 
ASP Application 
ODBC Interface 
Data Source ODBC Driver 
Target Data Source 
Table 3.2 ODBC Connection 
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Using an ODBC connection, TELE-KES will be nblc to retrieve relevant information. 
3.4 System Requirements 
3.4.l Functional Requirements 
The functional requirement describes the interaction between TELE-KES and 
environment (user). There are a set of functions that are required to be included into the 
system. The functional requirements for TELE-KES are as below:-
3.4.1.1. Input of signs , symptoms for diseases 
When a user proceeds to diagnose a patient, he/she will have to input the patient's signs 
and symptoms into the system. However the user many encounter difficulties in 
determining the severity of each sign or symptom as the matter is very subjective. Each 
user has /his or her own perspective of the severity . Therefore the system will allow the 
user to modify their previous input anytime before submitting them to the inference 
engine. 
. " 
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3.4.1.2. Settings for the Inference Engine 
•:• screen the information 
This function enable the user to access to few choices with the help of buttons, web icons 
and menu choice. This is to provide infonnation. 
•:• Number of different diseases 
User can choose the various disease information, either by search engine or by pull down 
menu. These results will be provided together with their cause, symptoms, treatment, and 
prevent ion. 
3.4. J.3. Inference Result 
Upon completion of all the input and settings, TELE-KES will submit the input to the 
inference engine for processing. The fo llowing result will be provided:-
•:• Information by the inference Engine 
Diseases , locations, medical tenns, test to be make , risks of death will be displayed 
according to the users requirements 
•:• compare 
A comparison between the signs and symptoms obtained from the patients and those 
associated with the dincrc11t ial diagnoses wi ll be made. This section will contain the 
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signs and symptoms of the selected differential diagnosis and its severity values from the 
database. 
3.4.1.4. other requirements 
•:• Report Module 
This module will help the user to access to information that they want to 
•:• Help module 
This module will show the help desk for the user that are not used to this system.(User 
guidance) 
•:• Form module 
This module will consist o f fo rms , so that user can fill in and check their tests nnd risk o f 
death health conditions and also few health tests will be available fo r users . 
3.4.2 Non functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirements are the features that arc important to develop a system with 
full functionality and constraints under which the system must operate and the standards 
which must be net by the delivered system. The non- functional requirements for OMA 
are: 
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(iv) Modularity 
The program coding is done using modular appronch where n complex large routine is 
broken down into smaller modules. This approach is used as it enhances maintainability, 
reusabi lity of the program code and improves the readability of the program code. 
(v) Flexibility 
OMA enable user to enquire student, staff and financial information online and generate 
report as a hard copy or display on the screen. Forms are displayed for the users to input 
data and view report generated. Graphical user interface enables the users to interact 
with the system in flexible manner. 
(vi) User-friendliness 
Even if a system can perfonn valuable functions, it is not favoured if it is not a uscr-
friendly system. OMA is a menu driven system where user can perform various tasks by 
choosing a specific option from different levels of menu by using arrow keys or mouse. 
Prompts and messages are displayed to guide the user along the system operation. 
(vii) Mai11tainability 
Tele-Kes is also enhanced with maintainability feature where the program can be 
understood, corrected if an error is encountered, adapted if its environment changes or 
enhanced if the user desires change in requirements. 
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OMA is able to handle user inquiries and produce rcpo ns at n timely basis. When queries 
arc made, the system is able to fetch data and displ.l) the result after manipulation. 
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CHAPTER 4 : System Design 
4.1 S}'!tem Design 
Design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a solution ; the 
description of the solution is also ca lled design. The requirements specification is used to 
define the problem. A solution to the problem is Something that satisfies all the 
requirement in the specification [2]. 
Tue technical design describes the hardware configuration, software , needs 
communication interfaces, and the input and output of the structure [2]. It usually 
includes the following items : 
• A description of the major hardware components and their functions 
• The hierarchy and funct ion of the software components 
• The data structures and data now 
A. Well designed system or application system or application has the following 
characterist ics[3). 
• The design should exhibit a hierarchical organization that makes 
intelligent use of control components ofa software 
• The design should be modular. The working of the system should be 
broken down into modules so that distinct functions can be isolated 
from each other. 
• The design should contuin distinct nnd scparoble representation of data 
and procedure 
• The design should lend t modules (c.8 subroutines or procedures ) that 
should exhibit independent fu11ctio1u1I choructcristics 
so 
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• The design should lead to interfaces that reduce the complexity of 
connections between modules and with the external environment. 
• The design should be derived using a repeatable method that is driven 
by information obtained during system analysis 
4.2 Database design 
A data.base design is any large collection of structure data stored in a computer system 
Databases are just one of the components of infonnation systems, which also include 
• application programs and user interface[14]. Database design refers t the process of 
organizing the data fields needed by one or more applications into an organized structure. 
This structure must foster the required re lationships among the fields while conforming to 
the physical constraints of the particular database management system[ 13] 
A Variety of designs make data design essential. These include data redundancy 
application performance, data independence. data security and ease of 
Prosramming[20]. All are important factors in the data processing environment , and all 
can be adversely affected by poor database design. 
The database used in TELE-KES was formulated using Microsofl Access 97 and includes 
information on the diseases. symptoms. locations of hospitals and medical terms. The 
database is then linked to front page applications in order to perform functions to retrieve 
informuion from a search result. In a n:lutional database, a table is n collection of unique 
1
.nStnnccs of s imilar data. Nonnulin1tion reduces dutn rcdumJancics, and helps to 
Clirninntc data anomalies thnt result from those redundancies. 
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4.2.1 Data Dictiona ry 
The data dictionary is a re ference work of data about data compiled to guide system 
analysis through analysis and design[ 15]. lt is a integrated repository of all types of data 
produced , managed exchanged and mainta ined in an organiz.ation[ 16]. The fo llowing are 
the tables in TELE-KES database. 
-
-
Fldd Name Dau Type Description 
_name Text The unique name of disease 
.._tntroduction Memo A brief explanation about the disease above 
_cause Memo Cause of the disease 
_SYJnptom Memo common signs /symptoms of the disease 
...!_reatmcni Memo treatment of the disease 
Le!._evention -Memo some prevention ways of the disease 
--
-- Name int roduction cause symptom treatment prevention 
Ams aids adalah penyakit ini Ujian menjalani angan 
sing .... .. . disebabkan pengesah .. pcm ..... melakukan 
hubungan 
seks dengan 
--
or .... 
Batu Pemeodapan ... ketidaksemp sakit pada bergantung Minum 1.5 
Karang umaan ba ... liter air setiap 
i---.._ hari teruta .. 
Table 4.1 Disease Table 
Table .i . t shows all the information on the diseases . which will be used when user type 
their diseases. 
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Yldd Name Data Type Description 
LPlace Text state 
~name Text name of he hospital 
~address Memo I address 
~~ Text whether it is Gourvenment or private 
J ax Text fax number 
~tel Text tcleohone number 
-
_Plate lltlDC Address Krituia Fax No Tel Ne Contact 
Jobor Hospital JaJan Korma Kerajaan 07- 07-
-
Batu Pahat .Batu Paha 4322544 4349497 
Perak Hospital Jal an Swasta 05- 05-
Taiping Taming Sari 6884013 6835453 
--
. 
Table 4.2 Location table 
Table 4.2 contains info rmation on the locations of the Gourvenmcnt and private hospital 
in Malaysia. 
--~eldNarne Data type Description 
J_enn text Medical terms 
description Memo A broif description on the 
....__ term 
Tenn 
Autoimmune 
Table 4.3 Medical Terms Table 
Table 4.3 shows medicnl terms :md its description 
bJ 
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F'add Dame Data Descri tion 
text e of the users 
sex text sex of the users ~ memo their health conditions ~ memo their death risks 
---
-!It sex health death-
1 f Periodic blood, pr~e checkup Your greatest death 
. 
risk this t--_ 2· . Blood cholesterol screening at *Your greatest m 
leas death risk this 
Table 4.4 checker table 
Table 4.4 contains information about sex , age , their disease and risks of death 
4.3~ d . 
, • vt;r.am es1g:n 
Prosram functionality design is based on the system requirements stated in chapter 3. It 
translated the system requirements into system functionality. The design focuses on the 
system. 
4
.3. t System structure chart 
The S>'stcm structrue chard is based on the functionality modules. The figures below 
Show the system structure fo r TELE-KES . 
4
.3.i Data flow Oiugnuns 
D 
ilta flow diagrams graphically clmmcteri1.e duta processed und nows in a business 
S}stcm. To understand the information requirements of the users of TELE-KES, they 
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mUSt be able to conceptualize how data moves through the orgnnizntion. the process or 
transformation that the data undergoes, and what the outputs are. Although interviews 
and investigation o f hard data provide a verbal narrative o f the system. a visual depiction 
can CTystallize it in a useful way(2l. 
Data flow diagrams consist o f four basic components that are uSed to cban the flow of the 
data. 
[I 
Descri tioo 
The double square is used to depict an 
external entity that can send or receive data 
from s stem. 
The arrow shows movement o f data from 
one point to another , with the bead of the 
arrow intin to the data's destination 
A rectang le with rounded corners is used to 
show the occurances o f a transformation 
rocess. 
This open ended rectangle is used to 
represent a data store is where data is held 
for a time within the s stem 
lbe advantage o f data flow diagrams include : -
.; 1"\.. _ 
'ue simplicity of notation 
·:. u 
sing them to gain clearer information from users 
·:. 
Allowing the system analyst to conceptualize necessary data flows without being tied 
to a panicula.r physical implementation 
-=· Allowing analysts to better conceptualize the intcr-rclution o f the system and its 
subsystems. 
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• 
View 
.nformalion 
I sr!wsing View 
Information 
Hospitals/ 
district offices 
( Client Section 7 
• 
Diseases 
information 
.. 
Search 
engine 
View 
Information 
Address 
I 
-, 
~ 
Online health 
test(IQ Test) 
Download test 
Fill in forms 
Figure 4.1 Client Section Structure Chart 
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• n 
.. .. 
I Informa1ion I Online fonn Feedback Forum Hub Online Doctor 
I \1ainlenance I Processing Processing Processing 
' 
" 
I l i i View Send I Vie\\· Delete View Delete ! application Reply 
I 
Request Request Request Request I 
I . ~ ,.-
- '. •• 
. 
,. 
I .. 
'.! Add ne\\ Delete Search Update Forum Create New 
record Record Engine Thread 
Record 
I 
Figure 4.2 Administrat ion Section Structure Chart 
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, 
Tele-Kes I 
I 
I 
I , u ,, ,, 
Mengenai Tele-Kes Panduan Komen Tele-Kes Menjadi ahli Tele-Kes 
' 
I 
y I Introduction I + , ' ~ ~ , ' ll Disclaimer Guidelines to Send View Be a member of 
use Tele-Kes comments comments Tele-Kes 
Figure 4.3 System structure for Tele-Kes introduction 
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~fedical 
Information 
lnfn~rinn 
~fedical 
Galery 
Press 
statement 
Add 
Delete 
update 
Food 
Tele-kes 
Health Tips 
Exercise 
B~U test 
Figure 4.4 System structure for Health Information 
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Health 
information 
View 
information 
Search 
engine 
Add 
Delete 
Delete 
Suggest New 
Thread 
Te/e-Kes 
Doctor Tele-
Kes 
View 
Comments 
Send 
comments 
Access 
database 
Figure 4.5 System structure Chart for d isease lnfonnation, doctor Tele-Kes and symptom checker 
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Hospital Sea rch User 
Diseases 
/ '\ 
.. 
Disease - User 
~ 
Search 
\.. / 
Medical Terms / '\ 
t Terms Search ~ User ~ 
\.. ./ 
Figure 4.6 Data Flow Diagram for Tele-Kes 
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4.4 Inference Engine Design 
The inference Engine is the part of the system that works with the s igns and symptoms 
that were entered by the user and produces differential diagnoses as its output. This 
Pmc~ is dependent on the knowledge that is stored in the knowledge base. This section 
Will foeus on the method used for the inference engine. 
4
.4.l lnfereoce Method 
• The inference method is used in thfa project is derived from the concept of the fuzzy 
relational inference method. It is still based on subset containment .However there are 
complications with the fU2Z)' relational products and as a result the simplest way to do 
this method is used. This is based on common sense and a substantial amount of 
etnpiricat work done with the project supervisor on investigating the product with test 
cases. 
4
·4.l.t Star Relational Composit ion 
Let R be a relat ion between users(i) and symptoms(/). and S be a relation between 
SYrnptoms UJ and diseases(k). 
Kj• I 
E ( 1-I Rij - S,1d) 
Vj 
_x _____ _ 
l: k, 
,., 
[ 0 if Ru 0 or 
S11c 0 
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Otherwise 
m; = [ 0 ifR;; " 0 
I otherwise 
[ 
0 otherwise 
liere the relations will be modeled with binary tables. 
llser to signs/symptoms is modeled by Relation (PE) or R 
\ 
\ 
Signs /symptoms to Diseases is mode lled by Relation (ED) or S 
Relation (PE) 
~ E., EJ E4 E, L.21: I o - I o.s I o I o.9 I 
Relation (ED) 
t i 
t2 
t3 
t4 
t5 
0.7 
S'ti'tcm ~ign 
table 4.1 Fuzzy Relation of user 10 igns/sympto1ns and signs/symptoms 10 disease 
Onty 2 tnbles arc involved during the computntion. Ei is all the signs and symptoms of 
all the d~cascs. 
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4:4.1.2 Methodology for Inference Engine 
••• Matching 
During every element of the user's input is matched against the elements of each 
diseases in database. 
·:: Final working Diagnosis 
FtnaIJy when the process of matching are over, the function iS perfonned for each 
disease in the database using the fonnula described earlier. Using Disease A as an 
example , the fonnula can be summarized in words. 
Kj- 1 
(R. •s). == p L ( 1-I Ru - SjkJ) 
..,. 
_x_J _ ___ _ 
a. x 
(R.•s) i: represents the certainty va lue for disease A 
l\J•1 
"'T (11 R;j- Sj!cl) represents the certainty value fo r disease A 
Cl rCt>n::sents the number of signs and symptoms from the user's input 
~ represents the matching signs and symptoms 
~represents the number of signs and symptoms from Disease A 
1'he fioaI result consists of the list of diseases its certainty value. The disease with the 
highest certainty value will be the most probable diagnosis. 
(l'bis is the techniques that used to relate disease and symptoms for the number of user 
that usie the system) 
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4.5 Architecture Design 
The architecture ofTele-kes is presented in this section. Before implementation . decision 
rnUSt be made as whether to use a two-tier or multi-architecture. 
4.S.t Application Architecture 
The Te~-kes is designed to be a 3 tier architecture , which is believed to be a more 
loosely coupled design for the components used. 
In the architecture the fTomier tier is the presentation /application tier that consist of all 
necessary applicat ions. rn this layer the main presentation component that appears to the 
USer is the internet Explorer 4.0 browser, HTML, JavaScript and ASP will be used to 
Ptovide the most flexible and dynamic interface to the users. Those functions that arc 
Provided in the tier will be supported by the processing in the functionality/service tier. 
lbe middle tier is known as the functionality service /service tier. The communication 
between this tier depends on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol(HITP) for the web pages 
transfer. Functional components that exist in the functionality /services tier are the 
diagnosis component, the processing of disease data and administration of user. The 
Active Server Pages (ASP) will be used for the processing of web pages in the server. 
lbe bottom tier is the data repository ofTelc-kes. The data repository is built up of the 
Access data00$c. They function as the mu in dutubnsc. The components in the! 
functio~lity tier tlwt need the dotabnse cu11 be connected through the combination of the 
Access and Open Dornbasc Connectivity. (ODOS). 
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ApplicaLion Tier 
Functionality/ 
Services Tier 
Data Resposi1ones 
I 
WebDr Desktop 
I Internet Explorer 4.0 Browser / 
HTML, VB Script, JavaScript 
HTTP 
llS Web Server 
I Disease Information I 
I Administration Component I 
Active Server Paces 
Access, ODBC 
Access Database 
Figure 4.7 Architecture of Tele-Kes 
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A 3·tier application uses the client/server computing model. Plense re for to figure 4.8 
With three tiers or parts, each pan can be developed concurrently by ditrerent 
prosrammers coding in different languages from the other tier de elopers. Thus the 
Prosramming for a tier can be changed or located without affec~ing the other tiers. 
making it easier for the system to continua lly evolve as new needs and opportunities 
arise. The 3 tier application architecture is consistent with the ideas of distributed object 
' Oriented programming. 
Internet 
Client ln1crnc1 Explore Browser 
Web Server 
Application 
Server 
Figuro 4.8 l ler Application Of Tele-Kes 
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4.6 User Interface Design 
A user interface is simply the means by which an application communicates with the 
USer, and the user with the application. The effectiveness and user acceptance of an 
application are determined primari ly by the design of the user interface[33]. Ben 
Sbneiden:nan [36[ in rus book said 
''F. 
. rustration and anxiety are part of daily life for ·many users of computerized 
''if0nnation systems. They struggle to learn command language or menu selection 
' systems rhat are supposed to help them do their job. Some people encounter such serious 
cases of computer shock terminal error , or network neurosis that they avoid using 
computerized systems" 
4
•
6
· l Buman factors 
It is es5cntiaJ to identify and understand the activities the user performs, ru; well as the 
User's general capabilities, experience and limitat ions in the areas of perception, memory, 
1earning and attention. The fo llowing design principles relate to the human aspects of the 
User imerrace [22]. 
Empower the user - one of the most important design principles is putting the user in 
COntrot The user has the abil ity to taJcc the initiative and control the interactions with the 
aPJ>lications. The user interface design provides mechanisms that allow the user to 
COotrol the type of information presented the rate of presentation , and the manner in 
Which · · tt is presented. 
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Reduce the user's information load - a good user interfuce avoids o erloading the user's 
memory. For example the user should not be expected to recall a set of complex 
conunands or options. 
4
.6.2 Presentation 
Presemarion refers to the visual aspect of the user interface - the overall layout 
arransement .color' font 'shape and size of the object. The fo llowing design principles 
address the presentation aspect of the user interface environment. 
Create aesthetic appeal - the representation of the user interface should be visually 
Pleasing. Color , font , shape and size , arrangement , space and other components of 
visual communications affect the aesthetic appeal o f the user interface. 
llser ~ingful and recognizable representations - the appearance of objects should be 
Visually consistent with one another as well as with other objects in the operating 
CtlvirortmenL The representations should be clear. meaningful and visually 
d. . . 
ISttnSWshnble among objects. 
~aintain a consistent user interface - A cons istent interfoce refers to the similarity in 
apPeamncc and layout of the components. /\ more critical nspcct if n consistent interfuce 
18 
fUnctional consistency. Functionul consistency means ttwt the snmc action should hn c 
the~ n.-sult regnrdless of the mode the npplication is in. 
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4
.6.J Interaction 
Interaction is the means by which the user controls the execution of nn application. The 
concept of pointing to an object and then selecting it, often referred to as simply point 
and select, is an essential factor in achieving effective human application interaction. The 
following design principles address the interaction aspect of the user interface 
environment : 
Use direct manipulation - the user works directly with an object using a printing device. 
Direct manipulation affords the user visible and immediate results. lnteraction with 
Various objects is easily accomplished by the drag-and-drop method of direct 
lllanipulation. 
Provide immediate feedback - in pcrfonning a task a function , it is imponam that the 
User receive the result immediately. Feedback can by extrinsic (provided by the system ) 
or intrinsic (provided by the user's internal sensing systems). 
Make the interfuce forgiving - the computing system should tolerate or accept user 
actions that do not confirm precisely to system specifications without negative 
consequences to the user. When the user is in control ,her or she should be able to explore 
\\'ithout fear of causing an irreversible mistake. 
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Kahidupan 
Yang Sihilt 
Kehldupan yang 
sJhat amat pentJng 
untuk menj1mln 
k._,.li.ht1u1u•n d1111n 
Figure 4.9 Home.htm 
> Stlth11k P10tb1t1n 
> IS1m11n Pervbltln DI Malm• 
' I ,, joln - m -
OnHealth-.. 
This is the home.htm page where this is main page where user can link to other pages. 
lhe 0th!r pages are as fo llows. 
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S iie Nyat•k•n j eni. P eny•klt Yen9 Ande lngln Ketahul 
S lla Plllh ltunlf D•gl P•nyaktt Y•n9 O•r1t•haft Untuk M•ngA'tahul 
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•AS~ 
•AIDS 
alau lofoh laloh aoronoon sios<* alau lmsurohan t>omoroi 
10ft a t>unyt I onnongotwnongofl di dOda. lo Jugo 
tllkan t>unvt 1opott1 dulan kUfono pooyOfTl)ftan podo ..!I 
~ 
Figure 4.9 maklumatpenyakilhtm 
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Figure 4.11 Keratan Akhbar.htm 
Figure 4. t 2 Kcmpenkeslhatan.htm 
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Nyatakon ,_ ..... . _. __ . .... ,,...~·· .. ! 
~ ".-!..-~-:-~ Umur: 
Pungujlon' [ 
Figure 4.13 Simptompenyakithtm 
Berat Badan Ideal Untuk lelaki 
: s.Al,..•r• •IHI. G /llleftr 1U. •a..•il- o "-'-• ~ CH. .1~• tU1tA 
.,,._ u.. .... _ t¥M. 
"' A..',._,,· ... ·- ....... ........... l..,,. ......... -14. • .... - - • -:.~·-··· .~ • ~ ...... :.4 
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Penduan Menggunakan Slst•m TELE-KES' , 
·~ 
. . 
IMWca Surat Deskripsi 
MuJc.-i surat Ull adalah pengenalan yang Eencnngkan tcntang kcscluruhan sistcm l1l1 Ia 
l~enc:ranakan b.IJUan. obJcklif dan kcbaik.an 
1
s:istcm mi Ia jup mcmpunyai 'Disclaimer' yang 
mcmb entahu pcrcb bdalc. b c:rtanggung)awap )i,.,. ,.,..,._ ., ,.h2r ,.no !r,.}o,,.,lr~n ~::on 1r .. h 1tn•lr ,. ~ 
~Al:P!JM!f!F~ 
Figure 4.15 Panduan.htrn 
Figure 4.16 ahllomas.htrn 
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CIIAPTER 5: System Implementation 
5
·1 lntroduction 
The quality of data is a measurement of how consistently correct that data is within 
Certain preset limits. Effectively coded data faci litates accurate data entry by cutting 
down on the quality of data required, hence the less chance of inputting incorrect 
data[20]. 
1'be development of a windows-based program scratch through the use of third 
&COeratioo programming languages such as C is very time consuming and tedious, and 
therefore not effective for efficient program development. As users today arc more 
ioclinect to programs that rely heavily on point ing and clicking with minimum keyboard 
activity. it is crucial the applications appearances through a visual method. 
lbe USe of Visual Basic Script to develop the application greatly cut down on the 
development time needed .. what would have previously taken many lines of code, could 
be accomplished in VB script by the simple act ion of dragging and dropping a control 
Onto the fonn. 
~ VisuaJ Basic provides ODBC Direct functionality that is a truly efficient mechanism 
for dealing direct ly with open Omubase Connectivity (ODBC) - disease database 
~ines. 
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5
.2 Code Documentation 
Code documentation is a set of written descriptions that explain to a render what the 
Ptosrams do and how they do it. Internal documentation is descriptive material written 
directly within the code. All other documentation is external documentation. Code 
docllrnentation begins with the selection of identifier (variables .and labels) names, 
continues with connecting and ends with the org8!1ization of the program. 
1 S.2.1 Intem.aJ Documentation 
UnernaJ documentation contains information directed at the person who will be reading 
the source code of the program and might possibly enhance the applicat ion. Thus in 
l'ELE-KES summary code is provided to identi fy the program and describes its data 
structures , algorithms and control flow. A statement of purpose dictating the function of 
the module and descript ive comments arc embedded within the body of the source code 
to describe processing functions. 
5
·
2
.J External Documentation 
t~ernai Documentation is intended to be read by those who never look at the actual 
SOurce code of a program. External documentntion gives the programmer a chance to 
C>cplain more broadly than might be reasonable within the program's comments. 
In 'l'c~Kcs the extemal documentat ion consist of a user manual which explains to the 
User how to use Tclc-kcs. It gives instruction on opcruting and using Tcle-Kcs. The use 
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of scren shots and pictures gives the user a clearer picture of what Tele-kes is used for 
how to USC it~ 
S.J Input/ Output 
The style of input.Output adheres to the fo llowing guidelines: 
·:• Validate all input data 
•:• Keep the input format simple 
·:· Labe l interactive input requests, specifying available choices or bounding values. 
•:• Keeps the input format un iform 
•:• Label all output and design all reports 
5
·4 lnput Valida tion 
lbe input data in Tele-kes is validated and checked in order to ensure the smooth flow of 
the Program . There are several possible ways to ensure data validity. Among them arc us 
fo lloWs(22] 
i) Test for missing data 
This validity test examines data to see if there are any missing items. Additionally the 
record should include the key data that dist inguishes one record from all others and the 
tlinction code telling the computers what to do with the data. 
If Qt Dara (0). Text '"' Then 
Please em er your age". 
Exit 
E:ncJ If 
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iQ Test for class or composition 
this type of validity test checks to sec that data field that are supposed to be exclusively 
composed of numbers do not include letters and vice versa. This test \.WS incorporated 
lllto the Tele-Kes coding in order to ensure that non-numerical ~gures were not entered 
. 
lllto fields meant fo r numbers of dates. The coding made exceptions for decimal points 
(in the case of currenncy fields) and slashes and dashes (in the case of date fields) 
' lf KeyAscii <> 47 And KeyAscii <> ./5 And Key Ascii<>8 then 
If Key Ascii < Asc("O'') Or KeyAscii > Asc9:9'') Then 
Key Ascii = O 
"You can onlv enter number" 
., 
End If 
End If 
iiQ Test for range or reasonableness 
lhese validity tests are really a common -sense measure of input that answers the 
qUestioo of whether data fall within an acceptable range or whether they are reasonable 
Within predetermined parameters. A reasonableness test ascertains whether the item 
lllakes sense fo r the transaction. 
lhe reasonableness test was written into the coding ofTele-Kes to ensure that users did 
!lot accidentally key in "vrong data. For example a simple test was coded in order to 
Ctlsure that the datus entered by the user were entered in the ri8ht sequence. 
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if (unnu:r > 20 && umurx ,.,. 35) 
{ 
fonn.caJcJ . value = n {I} Ujian Paps Smear ji/ca aktif dalam 
perset11buhan. (2) Pemerlksaan telca11a11 
darah berkala. (3)sunti/can tetanus setiap I 0 tahun. ": 
} 
, iv) Test for comparison with stored data 
System lmplcmcntnrioo 
Another test fo r validating input data that is used in comparison of the data to the data 
that is already stored in database. As an example , when requesting for a disease of an 
User the input of users will be compared to the data in database. Tele-Kes wi ll fi rst 
Perfonn a search to see if the code number exists in the database. 
Set rsierm Server. CreateObject(" ADO DB.Record.set") 
<:ntdfemp.Comma11dTex1 "SELECT • from [diseases} where 111J111e- "' & 
Requestjorm("disease") & "' " 
Cf1J(/[emp. CommOJJdType I 
Set cmclTemp.ActiveConnect/011 • database I 
rsrerm.Open cmdTemp,. /, 3 
'I~ 
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v) Test for inva.lid data 
checking input fo r invalid values only works if there are only a few valid values. This test 
IS only feasible in situations where values are restricted and predictable and is divided 
lllto a limited number of classes. If data is assigned to any other class the values are 
tnvalid. 
An example o f this test is in the 'uj ian penyakit'. Where user have to input their age for 
testing. But the user have to be 18 years and above . So if the user enter 18 years and 
below, an error message will appear. 
If age < 18 
( 
Please enter age above 18 
} 
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CHAPTER 6: System Testing 
6.1 Jntroduction 
Testing is a critical part of the software development process that is focused on finding 
faults in order to create as fault-free application as possible. Because the goal of software 
testing is to discover fau lts, a test is considered successful only when a fault is discovered 
or a failure occurs of the testing process. Testing does not prove the absence of errors but 
Only show that software errors are present. Fault identification is the process of 
detennining what fault or fau lts caused the failure, and fault correction or removal is the 
Process of making changes to the system so that the faults are removed. 
[4 l ]. 
Sothvare testing is often referred to as verification and validation. Verification refers to 
the set of activities that the software correctly performs a specific function. Validation, on 
the Other hand • refers to a set of activit ies conducted to ensure that the so fl ware that has 
been built is traceable to the customer's specification and requirement[2]. 
l'ELE-KES was also subjected to rigorous te!>1ing in order to discover and correct as 
lllany filults as possible. TELE-KES underwent unit testing, integration test ing and 
rlllally acceptance testing. 
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TELE-K.ES was tested with fo llowing characteristics. 
Testing began at unit (module) level worked its way outward towards the integration of 
the entire system. 
Differem testing techniques were used at different times. 
Testing and debugging are separate activities, but all testing activit ies incorporate 
debugging. 
6.2 Yiews of the Test Object 
During the testing phase, the test object can be viewed as either a block box or a white 
box. If the test object is viewed from the outside as a closed box or black box whose 
Contems arc unknown, the testing involves feeding input to the closed box and noting 
What Output is produced. 
When the test object is viewed as white box the structure of the test object is used to test 
tn different ways. For example, test cases can be devised to execute all the suitemcnt or 
au the control paths within the component(s) to be sure that the test object is work ing 
Property. 
l'ELE-KEs was tested with a combination of black box and white box testing. Black box 
testing and white box testing need to be mutuaJly exclusive. Any test philosophy can lie 
S<>rne~i.:re in bctwt.-cn. The choice of test philosophy depends on many factors, including 
1bc number of possible logical pnths. 
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Since TELE-K.ES is a relatively small implementation, there arc limited number of 
logical paths in the program coding. Therefore white box testing is a rensible option when 
testing the application . if there were a large number of logical paths. the component 
Would be difficult to test thoroughly. 
The nature of input data 
1be inpm data involved in TELE-KES is fair ly generic, that is there are few instances 
Where the data that can be entered is limited. The only area where input data is controlled 
is . 
Ill fields that onJy accept numeric values. 
lbe amount of computation involved 
lbe computation involved in TELE-KES is kept to be a minimum. For example 
colllPutation is used in calculating the patient's age, sex to search for test that should be 
done and risks of death that they are in. 
lbe COmplexity of algorithms 
'the complexity of algorithms in the coding of TELE-KES is almost nonexistent. Since 
the Coding of VB Script reads almost like common English. it is easily readable and 
llnderstood. 
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6.3 Unit testing 
Unit testing verifies the correctness of the smallest unit of the application - the module. 
The tests are conducted in order to uncover errors within the boundary of the module. 
Unit testing includes the testing of the following areas[l 5): 
a) Interface 
the-tnoduJe interface in TELE-KES is tested to ensure that the data is received from 
another pan of the program or from the user is correct. lmerface testing also tests to 
ensure that the data that flows out of the module into the other parts of the appLication is 
Local Data Structure 
1'he unit testing conducted on TELE-KES also serves to examine the data structure of the 
ltlodule to ensure that the data stored in the module temporarily maintains its integrity 
d11..: ~ing the execution of the module, 
1
ndepeooence path testing 
1\1 branches of the module's coding in TELE-KES are executed at least once to see 
Whether it works as it should. 
llQUntf,.-. 00· · -~1 CO tlt0 11S 
It ensures that the module operates properly ut the boumfarics established to limit or 
"'strict its proccssins . 
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Error handling 
Testing of the error handling capabilities of the modules in TELE-KES. The module 
should be able to detect and recover from any error that occurs during its execution. For 
CXample the system should give error messages when the user ~ut in wrong data 
The error message is "Maklumat tidak didapati' 
6
·4 Integration Testing 
Once unit testing has been completed all the individual units are combined into a working 
system. The integration is planned and coordinated so that when an error occurs, there is 
SOrne idea of where the error could have occurred. Integration testing is as systematic 
approach for constructing the program structure while simultaneously conducting tests to 
Uncover errors by the interfacing. 
lnte&ration testing for TELE-KES was done using the bottom-up approach. Components 
at the lowest level of the hierarchy is tested individually first and then later all the 
tndividua.IIy tested components are jointly tested. This approach was done repeatedly 
Until au the components are tested. 
l'his system allows faults to be discovered in each unit before combining them, which 
facilities the tracking of fuults when they occur. 
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6.S Environment Setup Testing 
' \ System r ~tin~ 
The emirorunent setup testing was aimed to ensure the integrated environment has been 
implemented correctly and performs its function correctly. This part of testing is akin to 
the unit testing for the individual modules. 
Environment setup testing is performed on each component of the established 
environment , in the case of this project each development software that was installed 
Unrnediately after each component was installed and configured it was tested to ensure 
that its configuration was correct. This is because errors in the installation can later affect 
the de,elopment and delay progress, as the source of the error has to be traced back. 
Ainong the most important aspect of the environment setup testing was to test fo r security 
SCttings.. This section was tested to ensure that the basic security was not breached. In 
1'ele-Kes , the database are the main component to be tested. 
6
·6 Accuracy Testing 
.\s this is a medical infonnation system , there is a need to test the accuracy of the 
S>'stem. This was also done using many users cases. All the calculation were tested, so 
that it will give a perfect answer according to their input. 
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6.7 User acceptance testing 
The user acceptance survey (Appendix ) was conducted to find out whether TELE-KES 
was SUccessfully implemented and accepted by the users. The users comprised of two 
doetors and three lecturers. . . 
All S of the respondents found the system to be ~r friendly. The language used in the 
, design ofTELE-KES was easily understood by all and did not present any confusion. 2 
Of the respondents found the screen design to be very good while 3 of them found the 
SCreen design to be good. 
The doaors found that the health information is brief and good enough for the general 
knowledge, and one of them suggest that more various name should be given to one 
disease because every one will have their own way defining disease. Therefore after the 
lest' tng phase. the system was modified to allow most of the common names to one 
AJl i>eople are satisfied with health tips and health tests. They fond that it is customized 
and llCrsonalizcd according to their age and sex. So user don't have to waste their time 
l'Cading all the diseases information. They only have to rend the disease that they are in 
risk of . They also agreed that the location of hospitals is another useful information. 
On the whole 4 out of 5 rated TELE-Kc S u.s very good and the other as excellent. 
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The following suggestion were given by the uses to improve TELE-KES:-
. that the pictures are not stagnant (moving) 
· that there be a lot symptom checker 
· that when the user enters wrong spell ing it corrects for you 
System Testing 
- the~ of data to~ increased ( disease information. meaical tenTlS and others) 
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Figure 5.3 search result for heath test 
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Figure 5. 1 Search result for medical terms 
lhis is the search result fo r medical terms . If the tenn that entered by the user is not in 
the data.base the system will give a default message that the search is not found. The 
Pages is as follows . 
• 
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CTIAPrER 7 : System Evaluation 
7.I System Review 
Throughput the software development phase, problems were encountered and fur the 
ltlost pan resolved. The system was evaluated to identify its strengths, limitations and 
P<>ssibilities fur future enhancement. Tele-Kes has achieved its main objectives and 
1 
fulfilled al l the criteria that were proposed in the proposal. lt is a user friendly telehealth 
system. Given the required age, according to sex , users can know what they are risk of 
and what are the medical check up that they should do. 
lbere has always been an issue in using computer for health information. Medical 
0fllcer feel that nothing can replace the existing way of gaining medical information that 
is consoling a doctor but they feel that this system can improve the users knowledge in 
health information. Accuracy and reliability are also very subjective in a system for 
111edicaJ researches. Thus t 00 percent is impossible for this system. But l have tried my 
best to give perfect results according to users input. 
liowever. Telc-Kes is flexible in a way thnt it is not case sensitive, it gives instructions 
\Vhen wrong data is key~d in . 
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7.2 Problems and solutions 
7
.i.1 Problems and solutions in System Analysis & Design 
i) difficuhies in understanding Medical terms 
As undergraduate of the facu lty of Computer Science and Info~tion Technology there 
Were difficulties in understanding the medical ten:15. It posed a big problem in designing 
the knowledge base. And a lot of time was spent in studying the medical terms. However 
[ bave gained the help of medical students interpreting medical terms. 
iQ Difficulties in interpretation 
As this system was done in Bahasa Melayu all the information gathered was translated 
lllto bahaa Melayu. As medical tenns are in English , sometimes 1 don' t know the tcnns 
tn Bahasa Melayu 
iiQ Lack of time in research 
At the beginning time and effot were put into the research in symptom with the help of 
Dr. Abdullah of Ministry of Health (Telemedicine) department. But this idea was 
abandoned due to the difficulties in fo rmalizing the inference method. Thus only 3 
snnptom was produced because of time constrains in doing the research on the subject 
lllatter. It wilJ be enhanced later. 
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iv) unfumiliarity with new programming languages 
It was difficult to learn few programming languages in this short period. MoSt of the 
reference book provide guidance in using data control to connect to the database. 
However the data control method is rather limited in its functionality and therefore was 
Dot considered a viable option. Help was sought from friends iri using alternatives 
methods to connect to the database. 
1 v) Problems in connecting to database & Setup problem 
After the system was finished, some of the database retrieval functions is not working. 
Since I was doing my project at home , I faced problems in transferring all the files to the 
COtnputers in lab and thus publish it from there itself. Testing has been done few times to 
ensure that the system fonctionality is working accurate. 
7
.3 System Strength 
l. Web enabled 
l'he Te~Kes implementation is based on web technology. This means that the current 
ltnplementation is deployable over the internet. Employing a client server approach 
alJows loads to be shared between the client and the server . thus reducing the burden on 
the 5er.tt and allowing it to provide better service. 
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2. User friendly 
Tele-Kes was developed to be as user friendly as possible user are provided with 
lllStructions what do to. the flow of the pages was designed to follow the logic of the 
Pl'Ogram Users will also familiar with the interfaces as most of the pages have a standard 
look. For example the summit button will always be at the bonom , links to the other 
pages wiJI always be at the left column and so forth. 
3
· Complex validation 
Tele-Kes provides complete validation against any input from the user. For ex.ample 
When the user enter their age wrongly, message box would prompt the use for any 
corrections. 
4
· Loosely coupled 
All the moduJes under this webdr are built in three tier architecture. Therefore any 
Changes made to the lowest level in the architecture will not influence the higher level 
aPplication. 
S A . r. • 
. ccurate 1D1ormatton 
Although accuracy of this system is very subjective as well, Tele-Kes is able to produce 
IOO% accurate results for the test cases that wns provided. 
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7.4 System Limitaiton 
1. Speed Limitations 
As a web based system , problems with system speed may arise under conditions of 
heavy traffic 
2. Browser Limitations 
lbe internet Browser proposed for Tele-Kes is Internet Explorer. All development 
Produas that were used are Micrsoft products, and Internet Explorer is also Microsoft 
Produa. And as competition between similar feature widens. Properties that are 
recognized in one browser might not be recognized in other. 
3
. Secwity 
Since this is a information based system , there is no security system for this Tele-Kes. 
4
· Online Help-desk 
Online help desk was not implemented due to the constraint in time. Users can only refer 
to Panduan page fur guidance in using the system. 
7.s Future Enhancement 
I. lncreas<.-d security 
.\ &renter amount of security can be implemented into Tele kes by the addition of 
SCcuriry during the transfer of infonnation between pages. Secure pages Socket layer 
(SSL) could be used for this purpose. Currently in fo rmat ion trans fer is insecure due to the 
absence of encryption. 
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2. Greater Customization Ability of Interface 
The current system uses a fixed interface with standard feature for all uses. Perhaps in the 
future a means for making this interface customizable for each individual can be 
Unplememed. Then each user would be able to personalized their interfaces. 
3
· Symptom checker 
Future t a symptom checker based on database infonnation retrieval couuld be added. 
Now there is only 3 symptoms but later it will be added later with more symptoms 
4
· New Disease 
New diseases can be added to the system as well. For the time being, this system only 
diagnose cardiovascular diseases. However new knowledge base can be added to the 
8Ystem to enable to diagnose other diseases. 
5
· Online help desk 
Online Help desk could be implemented in the future to help with their questions 
7
·6 Review on Goals 
7
·6. t Elpect.ation 
111 
overa.11 the initial expectations set by the project have been achieved. 
-:. A. web based Information system designed and implemented 
') Tele- Kes few health test und symptom checker to know our hcnlthy state. 
') r ___ _ 
'1QJCrally Tcle-Kes has some basic functions tlmt has rcaso1wbly met critcrins such 
<- llS reliability, user friendly ttnd widely accessible 
a useful web bused system hus been successfully intc8ratcd. 
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7.6.2 Objective 
Due to the success in meeting the project's expectations, the project objectives are 
l'Casonably achieved. 
Tele -Kes is able to provide information on diseases, location on hospitals , few health 
. 
tests, and some health tests. Thls system can currently provide user with certain 
functional features. 
7
.6.J Conclusion 
On the whole. Tele-Kes has achieved and fu ll fi lled all of its requirements as determined 
dunng system analysis phase. It provides easy accessible to the system. 
lbere was a lot of knowledge gained throughout the development of the application. 
l\inong the skiJls gained were programming in VB Script, Java Script, and database 
Prosramming. Knowledge was also gained in understanding how to translate a real world 
Problem into computer - aided so lution. The developer was also able to understand all the 
details and concepts involved in planning and developing a system. The responsbility 
Shouldered while developing this program wi ll cenainly prove useful upon entering the 
Working environment . 
lbeoncs and knowledge gained throughout the course of studies were applied w the 
development o f Tclc-Kcs. Although there is still room for improvement in Telc-Kcs it is 
a fillty functional system that will hopcfolly soon be implemented . 
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Or Electronic mail. Involves sending and n.'Cciving messnge over the 
network. 
A co llection of re lated records treated as a unit 
file Transrer Protocol File Transfer Protocol is a protocol for moving files from one computer 
to another. 
Graphical t ser Interface A user interface that displays graphics and characters and which provides 
~rtext ~larkup 
I laoguage 
~) 
~rtext Transfer 
~t~1 
an event model for users .to contro l the operating environment. 
The controlling or main computer in a data network. 
The language used to create convent ional Web pages. 
The native communicat ion scheme of the World Wide Web, initially 
used to transfer hypertext documents. 
A world-wide system of linked computer networks for darn 
communication services such as World Wide web and electronic mail. 
~tt Information Microsoft Internet Information (IIS) is an Internet fi le and application 
Strver (OS) 
~et Sttvicc 
~tr~P) 
server included with the Microsoft Windows NT Server operating 
system. 
The starting point everyone on the Internet. An ISP can be a commercial 
provider, a corporate computer network, a school, college, unuversity, of 
tht: BOvcmmcnt. 
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°"'° Database 
Coantttivity 
' 
(Ot>Bq 
Oi>ttating System 
~0te Daa Objects 
~) 
~tr 
Glc~sary 
A Weh s ite or series o f Web sites that belong to nn organization and can 
be accessed only by the organization's members. 
A development language that allows Web deve lopers to create 
application for the Internet. The resu lting applicatio n wrinen in Java can 
be executed on any computer pla tform. 
Connected directly and interacting with another computer. 
A vendo-neutral inter.face, based on the SQL Access Group 
specifications, announced by Microsoft in December199l. A developer 
can use ODBC to access data in a heterogeneous environment o f 
relational and non-ralational databases. 
Oflcn referred to as "OS. The set of programs that contro l the computer 
and its processing. 
A set o f rules 
Data items bro ught together to from a unit. A group o f records ma.kc up a 
file. 
In vers io n 2.0, RDO is a high-level object interface thnt directly calls 
ODBC for optimal speed, contro l and ease o f programming. 
The computer system that responds to inquiries or uansaction is from a 
client computer. 
A commo nly agree-upon, published spec ificatio n fo r communications or 
systems hurdwurc, soflwnre or interface. 
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' Glossary 
~red 
~(SQL) 
Query The international standard language for defining nnd accessing relational 
lrin.._: __ •. 
-UU3lil00 Coo tro I 
databases. 
The term used to refer to the complete suite of protocols including IP, 
Prot0co1 I Internet TCP and the associated application protocols. 
~l(TCPllP) 
Ulifonn Resource An address that uniquely identifies a World Wide Web site, usually 
locator (l'RL) 
\ 
preceded with hup: such as in this fictitious URL htrp:www.hotmail.com. 
A URL can contain more detail, such as the name of the page of 
hypertext, usually identified by a suffix of .htm or.html 
A program that interprets hypertext markup language (HTML) and 
displays information on a computer screen. Using a browser, a person 
can read hypertext and view graphical images. A person uses a browser 
to view the contents of network nodes and navigate among nodes. 
Popular example include Microso ft Internet Explorer and Netscape 
Navigator. 
A computer that provides Web services and publishes pages to intranct 
and internet users. 
A popular hypertext-based system of transmitting textual and 
multimedia-based info rmation through the Internet. Un
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GLOSSARY 
.l.ctive Data 
~jttts (ADO) 
·~licatioa 
I 
·\ttive Server 
~(ASP) 
~. 
GI~ 
A set of object based data access interfuce optimised for internet 
based, data-centric applications. ADO is based on a published 
specification and ships with Microsoft Internet Information Server and 
Microsoft Visual f nterDev 
A software prograrne or set o f programs that uses the computer as a tool, 
as o pposed to the software necessary to run the computer. 
An abbreviation for America National Standards lnstitute. 
Active server Pages is an ope~ Compile-free applicatio n enviro nment 
that enables server-side scripting with native support for both Visual 
Basic Scripting and Java Script. ft is a feature of £I S 
A binary digit. The most basic unit of the data can be recognized and 
processed by computer. A bit can be either 0 or I . 
An error in a program or hardware function that cause6 the function to 
word incorrectly 
Commo n Gateway Interface, a standard that defines how web servers 
access external programs that can run data in the format o f a Web page. 
A character o f data, nommlly represented by 8 units. 
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lleot Computer 
~base Management 
~(DBMS) 
~Name 
'(DNS) 
\ 
\ 
The computer system that requests for certain tusk: to be perfunned or 
that initiates transactions with another computer. 
A model of computing whereby client application nmning on a desktop 
personal computer access information on remote servers or host 
computers. The client portion of the application id typically optimized 
for user interaction, whereas the server portion provides the centralised, 
multi user functionality. 
A collection of information units containing related information. Each 
unit is adatabase record. 
A repository of information about data, such as its meaning, 
relationships to other data, origin, usage and format. A data dictionary 
manages data categories such as alias, data elements, data records, data 
structures data stores, data models, data flows, data relationships, 
process, functions, dynamics, sizes, frequencies, resource, consumption 
and other user-defined attributes of data. 
Any set programs designed to bujld and maintain database. 
An executable code module that Windows can load on demand as and 
when programs need to use its function. 
Domain Name System let Internet users refer to host computers by 
names, ins tend of IP addresses. 
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Tdc-l<f'Siharan System 
ABsllucr 
Tele-Kes is a medical information system that is developed for the use of doctors users of 
all category. This use manual is meant for both the system administrator and users. As it 
deployed on the web , it has minimal installation prerequisites. At present all copyrights 
are reserved to the Tele-Kes . 
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Appendix A. User ~tnnunl 
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Tdc-KeW>aan System Appendix A: User Manual 
C8APrER A.1 - SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY AND OBJEcnVE 
The main purpose of Tele-Kes is to guide and provide medical information. User can use 
this system to widen their knowledge in health information. 
There are 4 modules in Tele-kes 
·~· s • earcb Engine 
1'bis module provides search engine for diseases, locations. medical terms and checker 
·:· View pictures 
Users may view medical pictures 
" " Health tests 
Few health tests to know our health condition , also symptom checker with guided 
questions 
rl. 
" Health Information 
lieaJtb information on food, emergency, drugs , smoking and so on 
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CilAPrER A.2 - INSTALLATION GUIDE 
A.2. t lhrdware Prerequisites 
A.2.t For deployment on the server 
Hardware Prerequisites for the configuration ofTele-Kes are as ·fo llows: 
R.etommended memory requirement of at least 64 MB 
Disk storatge of at least 2. 1 GB or above recommended 
200 MHz Pentium processor or higher 
512K pipeline Burst Cache 
A.2.2 Software Prerequisites 
A.2.2.1 For Deployment on the server 
l'ele-Kes requires the fo llowing software for deployment : 
Windows 98 
Microsoft Access 97 
~icrosoft Internet Information server 
A.2.2.2 For deployment on the client 
l'ele-Kes requires the fo llowing software: 
\Vindo"s operating system 
~icroson Internet Explorer 4.0 und ubovc 
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CIIA.Pn:R A..3 USER GUIDE TO APPLICATION 
The URL address to Tele-Kes is http://pdmedic/index.htm if you :ire ncccssing from the 
l>Crsonal computer where it was developed. However if you arc accessing from university 
rnalaya it is http.//anx704/omas/home.htm 
This is the index page. After 5 second it will automatically go to first page that is 
home.hon 
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T cle-Kesih;:wan System Appendix A: l lscr Munual 
de"'Ka .ce• ia1aJa Mala ma..- JUC -m.ri ,....,Jn. k.epabsuna 
-.__,-.._ 1lllftlk .. -.,.i Jaklmat aa aad1at tlrldmi ltihwc pe-Jacaa 
pgt:rllaiAa. bd aka --..i.fe:JCuJUC ..tU ---pilllma 1U1C \ijak 
llUllUC keaDWu ... (&ya~ menb. 
AN wtB INJ M.a.N JENTl.U.t. DIKEM~INIKAN JIRT.t. 
PfRJtlHa&N~ DARI .IIHAl.t. KE JEH.&IA. 
eio-«es.com <*al ~ 1 bdlOSO lottu Bohoso Meiavu 
ang rrudah selta f OCTI'd yang tertentu. ICelerangar 
r\4'*°'1 l<Jl1l.C '"'* ~u tq&a dapol clperol~ dengan 
IUI •ur« yang dlsod<*on di akhlr sotlap toptk dou ~ 
Figure A3 Introduction page 
lhis page is about Tele-Kcs where it explains what is the system about its object ive and 
ai ms. 
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Appendix A; Uscr ~tanual 
tMuka surat mt adalah pengenalan yang 
'menerangk.an tentang keseluruhan sistem ini Ia 1;· · 
lmenenngbn tujuan.' objclcnf dan lcebailc.an 
i:;.;:.::.iii.;;.:::.::;:..;:..:.:.;;...:;;= nstcm im. Ia JU8a mcmpunyai 'Disclaimer' yang · 
iDlemberitahu percka ndak bertaogguDgjawap 
I~ aw. s.ebarang kebmk.an dan keburukan stStem tD1. 
~ .--------fBahagian mi adalah umuk menghantar e-mail antar K amen k.epada rutem menyatak.an lcomen. dan lcadaogan dan perkara-perkara lain. 
I ,...D_a_d_ah_ &_K_e_s_an __ 1PenC1"3%l?l ~ gejala dadah dan kesannya k.eatas b adan krt:a 
I • 
- 1.-t ¥*#·4PA 
Flgure A.4 Introduction page 
lhis is guidance that explains each link and what is about and what is about and how to 
Use the Links Click on the links and you can to the page directly. 
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Agure A.5 Send Coment 
This page is to send their comments to Tele-Kes where user can state their satisfuction, 
dissatisfaction , compliments and others. Click send button after you have finished. It will 
go to Tele-kes directly. 
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~~r 
.... PEll-.&TA• 
.. 
This is the fonn to be member of Tele-Kes where user fi ll in their details and e-mail so 
that any important messages and updated health information will be sent to them. Click 
submit button after you have finished fill in the fonn. 
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·· ll r I • - .. ~. tr· .1 fl 1l~11 , . ' ·•r. 11·111 ~l •• I . 1 , ,,,.. • ,: : • l C ~~ l ~ : : : i · :' :: r.r. ~ 
. ·~ . · ;~_:~~ ··: · ·.t:·~ ;~·-, .. ·-~·· - .. - .. - . ·-~ ' ... . .. 
odoh odokJh sau aK:amon di t.alanoon rem<*J ti a. Belbeza It 
den<Jon dodoh-dodoh I<*!, ~ feiboru int senoaia dlrela lcho!J 
ootut menghasilt.an t.eson-teson tertentu. lknumnto bJmpUorl inl · ·' 
dlpon90I designet druo. 
oda mas a .._ duo t.ekJs ut ana dodatl desiglef f 6latl dldpt a dor 
dtgunotan soc aro meluas. lo t<lfdd ~ turrc>"°'1 fenlefllam 
bJmpUOn opk>d sint etit. 
Rgure A.7 Drug Information page 
lhis page com:ains information on drugs. 
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l•J1nod l•Ftbruad l•M..K l•AtiU 
l•11a1 l•JJm l•Jldal l•Qul 
I• Stftlmbtc I• Oktoltec I• Noyembtr I• Dtamber 
lhis page comains all the press news for year 2000. You have to click on the months in 
the table to go the news headlines. Or you can even click on news headlines to go 10 the 
news suaighL 
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Tcle-Kf"5iiaran System Appendix A: User l\ibtm!ll 
IBer.DJllt ialab bme:111pe petaa ,... holeb dijadiQo pedd 
llD~IClll clan •••"O"'blka ~
Ol"f<*korl befehal : IC qi an rnanunf l*ialn meiello yang mengamal  
<*orl menncmatl lrehldupon yang ~e1ooolckon don hldup (usJq: ·: 
eblh lama ·~ ~ 
~ 
i..-'~J.·.-:..• .. t:.... ..· ... "!.1._,. •••••• '• ~··- ........ t.~ ·._· .... -.4:~.J'·' ...... _··, .J 
= :.'.1~ : .. •. 11 .· . .. ·~. 
Figure A.9 Healthy Ute 
This page comains guidance to lead a healthy life. 
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Appendix A: User Mmual 
senaal berlkut boleh mendorong aida rnerrbua -~--·.: 
keputuson untuk menjod bukal perokOk. .!I 
~Hldup lebih lama l ~Meningkatkan 
,kecergasan 
I ~Menghldarl racun I ~Meningkatkan 1deria rasa dan htdu 
j ~Mencegah 1 ~Leblh slhat 
1penyaklt 
,...., "-.!<-~-llt-yan--g-le_b_lh-- 1 ~Glc:al leblh Dutih 
'. ~I 
-i91W!Piliihdl 
Flgure A.11 Smoldng information 
ibis page contains information on smoking and tips how to quite smoking. 
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I Tde-K.c:sihalan System 
Can _..., untuk: 
[ . 
\ 
\ 
Appcndi;x A: Uscr Manual 
~••r90 a., 1 Podo udo 2-6 ld1u'l. lronok-k.onar feloh dldodat*on deng<Jn 
niSil1'. lmr*r'll'V1in ~uorgo secaro boronsw-onsur. Tiado suatu tonis 
_______ _. 1trnn11tt11"1nrt yang depot ITJOfTt>ekallcan serruo z~ yang dlpertukon 
oteh tla>Uh. OCeh nu P4tbQsPkan ~lal malcan<Jn <Jn<* 
~osmlcon ptramd motonan. 
.... ..:.._ • .__ -.· ... .:::! • .'";.:.. ..... • ; ........... •• ···=--· _ ....... --.... ,.: ............. t). "~--:~.·";..·.·-1......:;..:·,.l..:..J' .. L-l 
--&&mi-1§81 
Figure A.10 Food Information 
This page contains information on food and tips on vitamins , minerals , and other 
information. 
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:>o••r9d &y l 
111511' 
• 
• ... ~ ~: 7""' . ..... ~ • - • - . 
Agure A-12 BMI Chart 
lbis is the BMl test where user have to sec the height column and sec what weight they 
Should be. 
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Be rat Badan Ideal U ntuk Lelaki 
te; s.klr••r• •IHI• a M.a.r 1Jh •iu•il•• o "•'•• ~ C... Jib u.l• A: 
,,.... ti ... . A... ~ff. 
Ma-sukkon tlnggl dolom Meter : I 
ekan butang selepos m osukkan ketlngglan : .-... ...... ..a..._..._..., 
KC 
Figure A. 13 Health test page 
I 
l>Iease cmer 1our height in Meter and Centimeter according to your sex. Then click 'kira' 
button . The system will give you the weight you should be in the button. 
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Tcie-KesG:can System Appendix A:. User Mmual 
• - . ' c >I '• 't ' < .. ~n~ 
• f 1 .. ,, .• M-· , .. ,f /\1 l ~11 t• <•\• ·. t1 •111 N1• t -. • .,, .,. • I ... . . " .· • : , .. _. '! ·,.. ·'·i r \ s...1 
·.: .. -;--• ~-.. "" •• r, .' • • ' ••• • ' • •• -·-~ • ~ -~-
• :' ' • '..- • ; • ' • .,.:'" •t•' • ' ;, • • • ' • ' • • : • ' • • I ;-' 
i ·_'.·_: .. ~- -._ : : · ·:> · · .. \ . -. ~ . . r -: .,.,, -- . <~-- · .... - .. -.. · ;".·.·· IN 
• • • • ..-# ~ , {. \r • '' . ·'·· ..-1 I ,. •• • •. .. .. • i ' ... ~ .. •. _.,.,, ; ·.. . 
,_., '"•- .,1° r•.-J'1Ji'( '.J , . !•, ,.,' .,,,,,.... 'I ... ~,J 0 '•• .,. •"'•.. 1 • I ;~•:.· - , :' , .,_,f •.:: ·• •'". • •,."' .,.,,..., ..., ,.. 
Slla Nyatann Jenls Peny<111dt Yang Anda lngln Ketahul 
i ..... • ,- .. l' .. -~ ~ ~ .... ' '..... ... ' ..,...J,._ •• _ ........ . 
Slla Plllh Huruf Bagi Penyaldt Yang Berk.altan Untuk lllengotahul 
llaldumat Lanjut llengenal Penyaldt Tersebut. 
A l ~ LQl~I &I EIQ.J Hl ! I II KI ~IM I NI O I ~IQI ~ ~ 1'.tJ U 
IY: I W l ~ I Y I~ 
.. ~ • '· ' • - :'"'· ..... ," .. ,".~'" ... r !1 ••'\• · .,. '• · : ,.-- · ... ·. · ... •"t't'.'' 
Agure A.14 Disease page 
lb.is is the disease where user have to click on the alphabets it will direct you to the 
dise~ by the alphabets you have ryped. You can also type the name of diseases in the 
box gi'm and click 'cari' . It will give you the information on disease uwt you search. 
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Tele-Kcsi>aran System 
T ... Pl!1199ATAM 
lilli l!'I ,_.. 
!JJJ1n,...,,m 
YillO.!l 
hriuiri C9Qt!!MW'l 
fu!Himom 
. . 
•. • ~ ' : •• 4 •~Y:'\t > 
Appendix A: User M.-ulUal 
···:'.· ··. ····. .· . l!!f ~ · 11 .:, ~ . u · •,. : 
Figure A.15 Form to Doctor T ele-Kes 
lltis is the form to ask question do doctor Tele-Kes. Fill in all personal detai ls and and 
Your question in the space given and click submit button. 
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Te!e-Kf"iih::wan System Appendix A: User tvt:muul 
IC&hldupan 
Yang Sihlt 
Kehldupan yang 
sihat amat pendng 
untuk menjamln 
kesejahteraan dan 
sosial masyaralcal 
> StadMlk Perubatan ~ ..:.~ 
> K1maen P,rublCln DI M1lmf1 ·::: 
~.-:) 
VELCIME JI II• llMEPICE 
~ 
I 
' , ,, 
Join -m- · 
OnHealth ~ · 
Cari Tele-lees lkltuk Hospital DI Malaysia : 
: I Hosprtal Kera1aan :!J 
: I Kuala Lumpur !f ~ 
- QJWP'IMGFmsbtl 
Rgure A.16 Hospital Search part 
This is the seardl part for location of hospitals in Malaysia. Click which state and type of hospitals 
You wrt Then click 'cari'. 
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T de-Krs:batan System Appendix A: l scr :'\.lmual 
-~ 
........ A.._ ..... .._ ...... 
~- , 
.--.......~.,......- ... 
t .,_, ....... )'" . ... .......... 
Click on the title below pictures to go to the informntion on campaigns. 
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Td~Kf'Sipran System Appendix A: User Mmmal 
Penguji Simptom ., 
• SakJt Keeala 
• Sesa.k Nafas 
• Sa.kit Dada 
Tltis is the symptom checker page. User have to click on the symptom and they will be 
&uided by set of questions and finally will give conclusions. 
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T eJe-Krsihatan System Aprx:i1di :\: t !scr ~tmmul 
·· Ur.Ir,- "6-d1·: ~1 !.dv1ce ~ y:lem Net ;;c,1r1e • _-j ·, ~ C . ~'~ C- 1 . -~ f. :':l F'Cf.l(J 
: . . ~ -·~~:-~~~Z7~:~· ;--:; .. -,~~ :..~ ;~.·~:-::-:~.: ~?.fi..7.~.,,. r~.~:;:~~,-~:::7. -~ .. ' ....... • .. ·""'-;-~·~rt•' •.• :..:....,..-.... , .~,. ~ ··~ :• .·~ ' ,.,... .. •' ~..,, ................ _ c• . •. , (• ... ... r .... · .. ·"..,;-'··r .•.\.• ~ ......... , ~ .... . .. 
anita 
I •P-mmMD Bnt 
r
encana -Rencama Lain 
I• AntilJiQtik I e ~I• Jw>M d.w.b • 'M1l mcmntuklQl!Y• 
:di 
~ rl' 1ro A. 19 '1ealth Tip:; pajo 
Ibis is th: lle3lth lip · page where it is calc80ri1.cd into three parts. lick on the title in the 
able to~ Sl.r.light to the info mwtion. 
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N yotok.an 
Urnur: 
Pengujlnn: 
RJslko 
K.unlotlon 
Appendix A: User Mrum:.tl 
~-'2_:~~~~~---~-' ----------~"-'-'_@ld~-1·. 
(,z) -.....-. .. ------ •• .,........ 
1
(1) P-.-~Wc__..d..-.h~. 
' " •±PZ:WH'~''N4M¥ t&OW414 HPP'"SM 
( 1 ) Rl .=: Llco k:emat:.1a.o Va.DO t:. 1D.Q1. \U\CUl:c 
( 2 ) kad&r Ke~ t:. 1.an k:c o c 1. u.r u.ba.n w:i t. Wt 
,. 
• Figure A.20 Health test page 
This is the health test page where user have to key in their age and click 'kcputusan'. The 
system ~ill give you the results in the box given. 
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" .. cente=• width•95 height • 24 bgcolor•" l336699"><b><!ont !ac e•"Ar i l " size•"2 ''> 
ion</ foe ::.>< /b></ td> 
'3Ponse.v:ite (rs t erm (" i n troduction" )) ><ltd> 
ll" .. cence=· i.r-dth•95 he ight • 2 4 bqcolor•" I J36699"><b><f on t face•'' Arial" 3ize•"::? " >Cause 
' b></td> 
'
3Pon3e .v::1te ( r s te rm (" c aus e " )) %></td> 
' ""cence=• w1cth• 95 height • 24 bqcolor-" 1336699 "><b><font fac e•"Ari.:i l " size•" 2 " >Symptom 
b></ t d> 
'
3P<:>ns e. v:ite ( r s t e rm( "symptom" )) %></td> 
~" .. centa:: • wl. d th•95 height • 24 bgcolo r• " l336699 "><b><font f.i c o•"Ari .:i l " sue•"2 " > 
</fon t></ b ></td> 
'
3P<:>nse .vr1te ( r3 term( .. troatment" )) ~ ><ltd> 
)""ccntc• w1dth•95 hei9ht .. 24 bgcolor•" 036699 "><b ><font ftice•"A rial " 3 1Ze•"2 " > 
fl< I foo :.>< /b>< I td> 
'
1P<:>nse . v: i t e (r3 t e rm ( "proven tion ")) ~> </td> 
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Olead> 
<S<:a:?:' I..'t.XCUAGE• "JavaSc z:i p t "> 
rigure:::31ri.. ( fOL:m, umurl ) ( 
~l ( u:a.i.r l ) 
.f (UlllU.rf > 20 " umury < 35) ( 
!orm.~cl.value - " (l) Pemerik3aan tekanan darah berkala. (2 ) Suntikan tetanus 
I tahun. • ; 
!~rm.~c2.value • " ( l) Ri3iko kemat i an yang ting1 untuk anda tahun ini adalah 
~~gan ~~u keced raan. (2) kadar Kemati an ke3eluruhan unt uk lelaki berumur age 25-34 
~ -05 UI:~ 100, 000 . "; 
I 
if (~-y > 3 4 " umury < 45 ) ( 
!nm. calcl.value • " (l) Pemeri k3aan tekanan kole3tero l 3ekurang-kurangnya 3etiap 
2) Pemc:::.icsa.n tekanan darah berkala. ( 3 ) Suntikan t etanu3 3etiap 10 tahun . "; 
! orm.calc2 . va l ue • " (1) Ri3iko kem.at1an yang tingi untuk anda tahun ini adalah 
Q~gan a=.au kecedraan . (2) kadar Kematian ke3eluruhan untuk lelaki berumur 35-4 4 adalah 
·tuk 100 . JOO . • ; 
I 
i.t (unc:f > H " umury < 55) ( 
! orm. ::alcl . value • " ( 1) Pemer1 k3aan t ekanan kole3terol 3ekurang- kurangnya 3etiap 
2) Sun=-.ian ~etanu3 3etiap 10 tahun. ( 3 ) Suntikan tetanu3 3eti ap 10 tahun . " ; 
!:rm.calc2. va lue • " (1 ) Ri3 1ko kem.a tian yang t i ng! unt uk anda t ahun i n i adalah 
.ti 3ea:..& Jelll s . (2) kada r Kematian ke3eluruhan untu lt l elaki berumur 45- 54 adal4h 550 . 45 
.ooo . • . 
I 
!t (~/ > 5 4) ( 
!:rm . .::.a.lcl .value • " (1) Pemeri k3aan t ekanan kole3te r ol 3e kuranq- kuranqny4 3etiap 
2) Peme:ik~ tekanan darah berkala. (3) Sunti kan tetanu3 3etiap 10 tahun . "1 
! orm.calc2.value • " ( l) Ri 3i ko kemat ian yang tingi unt uk anda ta.hun ini adalah 
ti 3e.m.;,a ) e~s. (2) kadar Kema t i an ke3eluruhan untuk lelaki berumur >55 adalah 550.45 
.ooo . • . 
I 
' 
~GU.AG"..- '" .Ja'Ta.Script "> 
Pigure:::w:? ( f o rm, umur2 ) ( 
• .., • l ( u:a.:.= 2 ) 
~ (uim..i.=x > 20 " wnurx < 35 l ( 
!o011.calc l.value •" ( l ) Ujhn Pap:s SmeAr J l k.i ktif d lll am por:.etubuhan. (2) 
ll\ tek.c.&o d.uah b rkala. ( J) :.un t i k n t o t dtlua :.o tiAp 10 tuhun. " 1 
! o c:m . c alc2 . va tue .. " ( t) Ri :ti ko k~ruur:i.rn y•n q t inq t un t uk .ind" tahun ini adal.th 
l-.n9an acau kecodra~n . (21 k•U• t KemA t i an ko:tolu ruh~n un ~uk po rompuAn umur 25- J 4 ies un:-.a 100, 000. " ; 
f (wa:,:x > 3 4 " umurx < • S) I 
!o rm .ca l c l.valu• •" (l) Vjhn P•p:t :Jmur j i k •k t i r d i1111m pe r n t ubuh•n. (2) 
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telt..l:An ~ah berkala . (3) suntikan tetanus 3etiap lO tahun. " ; 
!o.c:m.~c2.value • " (1) Ri3iko kematian yang tinqi untuk andA t~hun i ni adalah 
i~- (2) k.adar Kem.atian ltese luruhan untuk perompu.m umur JS- H adalah 141. 38 
.. 
( wm.:.::x > H " umurx < 55) ( 
!o.r:m.~cl.value • " (1) Pemerik3aan Kole3terol darah 3et1ap 5 tahun . ( 2 ) Ujian 
jilu ~if d.alam per3etubuhan. (3) Pemerik3aan tekanan darah berkala. ( 4) 3untikan 
lttiap lJ talu.:n . "; 
!c.aa.C.Alc2.value • " (1) Ri3iko kematian y<mg ting1 untuk anda tahun ini adalah 
~i 3eJl&A Jen:.s . (2) kadar Kematian ke3el uruhan untuk perempuan umur 45-54 adalah 
~t\lk lOO. J OO. .. ; 
I 
if ( um:.=:t > 5 4 } ( 
!~.cm.c..llcl.value • " (1) Pemerik3aan Kole3terol darah 3etiap 5 tahun. (2) Ujian 
'tr jik• Ut:1! dalam per3etubuhan. (3) ' Mammogram' 3etiap l-2 tahun. ( 4 ) Pemerik3aan 
~rah be=kala. (5) T3untikan tetanu3 3etiap 10 tahun."; 
~ " (6) pemeriksaan" Kanser kole3terol3etiap tahun atau 
icopy ' ,~t1ap 5-lO tahun. "; 
I !oCLcalc2.value • " (1 ) Ri3iko kematian yang t1ngi untuk anda tahun ini adalah 
i 3em.:,a ] eni.s.(2) kadar Kematian ke3eluruhan untuk perempuan umur >55 adalah 815.21 
.ooo. • ; II 
I 
<t1~e> 
Ori.line ~c~ Adv~ce Sy3tem</title> 
Vhead> 
~y bc;c:>lor:-"IFFFFCC" marqi nwidth•O margi nhei9ht•O leftm.argin•O toplll4rgin•O ll.nk•"# 
'1.ink··•;<:oooo· vllnk• " • 990000"> 
19ht· · :: · wi. ~th•" 6l8 " border•"O" cellpadd1nq•"O" c olbpaci ng•"O"> 
I 
~'~IH3 • > '.It". =., he " left" 1d w1l l go--> 
,•u V).r. I Gl•"~I::>DLE " ALIGN•"CENTER" COLSPAN•" 3 " width• " 159"> 
<im:; :ioreer-"O" 3rc• ''pl .g1f" width•" l 79 " hoiqht•"S9 "> 
~l'r'D> 
:ti> V).r.1~"~1I::>OLE" ALIGN•"CEMTt:R" wi.dth•"566"> 
I 
<LIDQ bordar•"O" orc •"b.Jnn rl .q it " wi.dth•"4 01 " 
·,~hi. .J 'J I", !fl t.h "~ nt.•rn. 1 l pt omot.i.~n " .1d wil l tJo 
~IQl..'"M!:>OLE" ALIGN•''CENTER" wldth•"9"></TO> 
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!orm.c:.Alcval.valuo • 106 • 0. 45359; 
) 
If (ToU::.Oche-3 > 60 ) { 
!:::.r:m.calcval.vdue • ((106-+- (6 • CM• 5 / 12.7)) • 0 . 45359) ; 
) 
.f (ToU::nche3 ·- 72 ) ( 
!orm.calcval .value • 178 • 0. 45 35 9; 
I 
! (ToU::oche:s > 72 ) f 
!orm. calcval.value • ((178 + (6 •CM• 5 I 12.7) ) • 0.45359) ; 
) 
f (ToU:::iche:s - 48 ) ( 
!orm.calcval.value • 76 • 0. 45359; 
) 
f (ToU::nche:s < 60) ( 
! ::: rm.calcval.value • ((76 + (2 . 5 • CM • 5 I 12. 7)) • 0 .45359) ; 
) ) 
112><foct face-"Ve r d a na .. :size• .. 4 .. >Bora t Badan Idea l Un tuk Le la lci </font></H2 >< / CENTER> 
''""2" !.ce• -;e r dana ">< I ><B>No te : </B></ I > </ FONT>< f on t f a c e • .. Verdana .. :1 1ze•" l .. ><b ><i> 
' 6 Me=e= :si.la ma:sukka n 0 d alam pe t ak CM. Jika tida lc penqi raan tida k 
l t e pa=. <br> 
~/b>< / !:::nt> 
'""" ib . ~ 
' w_ 
·•ce- · -:e...-d.an.a" :1 i z e • '0 2 .. >Ma :suk lca n ti ngq i da l run Me te r : 
:t-"To::• ~-" feet " SI ZE•S> dan CM: 
! •"TEX:• PIAME•"CM" SI ZE• S><BR>Te lcan bu t a nq :se l epa:s ma:sulckan 
I : 
'! .. "BO._" .. N" oame•"c alc " value•"Kira" onCliclc• " Fi qure I BWl 
I, thl :s . :oon. !"e et . value , t h i :s . f o rm . CM. val ue ) "><input t ype• :submi t va l ue• .. Re:se t " > 
~an: <:::J'POT TYP E•"TE:XT " namo• .. c a l c va l .. :s i ze• l O>KG<br> 
:~<font face-"Verdana " :1 1ze • .. 2 ">• •</ f on t ><f ont fac e•"Ve r d .lna " :s i z •" l "><i>Tamb h 
dari pac:a be =at untu k j ula t berat. </ 1></ f on t></b > 
</td> 
"'°""IE :: :CC" > 
tccu;a.c;:g.. .. J a v s c rip t ·• > 
l9Ure:3W ( focm, tu•.t C10 ( 
•s • ev&..i(feet • ~ I 1 . 52 4 •12 ) + e val (CH • 5 I 12 . 7 ) 
(Tot&.::nche:s .... 60 ) 
!o nia .CAl cva .!.. vn lue • 100 • 0 . 45359 1 
I 
(To te :ncbe:s > 60 < 72) 
!ocm.~lcv l. vdu e • ( (1 00 • (!> • CM • 5 I 12.7 ) ) • 0.4 ~3S9 ) 1 
) 
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\ 
lf (ToU.:. ==..cne.3 - 72 ) { 
! : aa.calcval . value • 1 60 • 0 . 45359 ; 
} 
if (Tota · - .,ches > 72 ) { 
! .:CD. c d cval.value • (( 160 +- (5 • CM • 5 I 12.7)) • 0. 45359); 
) 
lt (To U.: :..:iche.3 •• 4 8 ) ( 
! : ca.calcva l.va lue • 70 ; 
) 
if (Tot~e3 < 60) ( 
!:ci. calcva l. value • (( 70 t ( 2 . 5 •CM • 5 I l:?. 7 )) • 0. 45359) ; 
) 
~><foi:: {a ce- " Ve r dana" :s ize• " 4 ">8erat Sada n Ideal Untu k Perernpuan</fon t ></ H2 > 
tt•"2 " !ice•-:e r d a na "><I ><B>Note : </ B></ I > </ FONT>< f ont fac e • ""/e ::dana" :s1ze• " l " ><b ><i> 
l 
ter :s~ :nas-...:kka n 0 dalam petak CM. Jika tidak penqi r a an tidak akan 
><tb><t!=nt> 
lt•" ibw: '"'"> 
face· '"7~=daa.a " :s ize• " 2 ">Masukkan ti:lQgi dalam Meter : 
:Pt-"Ta.::• ~-" feet " S IZE•S> dan CM: 
:Pt•"TEJ::• NJU!E•"CM" SIZE• S><BR>Tekan butang :selepa:s ma:sukkan lrl • 
l~"BO:-:-:N '" :laJ:De•"calc" value• "Kira" onCl ick• " FigureIBW 
~. thi :s. ::i::n. :=eet . value , thi :s. fo rm. CM. valuo) "><input type•:submi t va lue •"Re:set " > 
~3an: <:::fPUT TYPE• "TEXT '' namo• "calcval" :s ize• lO>KC<br> 
01lt ><f a::: f ace•"Ve rdana" :si. z e • " l "><i >Tambah 
dar i pa::;i be=at untuk Julat be r at . </1></ f ont></b > 
1</td> 
Ot-o" t E:: :CC" > ~A!Z- .. ; a Ta.Seri.p t "> 
'iqur~l ( form, feet , CM, KG, year:s, ac t i vi ty ) ( 
• •val ! tet • 10 0) t oval (CM) 
• :':::&1Cl1 
.. JI:; 
• ?"e.ool.r:t 
• ~ ; t (1 3 .7 • K1lo :s ) 
• ~ • Centis 
l • ~. ! • Aqe 
ty • x-cume:J t .boo.ac t i v lty . options( documont. beo .activi t y . soloc tod l ndo x J .value 
~tl . n _..ie • (Ha t h. round (WeiQh t +- HeiQh t - A91ts ) • ac tivl t y ) 
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